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ABOUT CSA 

Created by and for Millennials, Common Sense Action (CSA) is a bipartisan 
organization that brings youth voices to the policymaking table to fight for 
generational equity. Generational Equity is the guarantee that the gateways 
of American opportunity are open as wide – if not wider – for Millennials as 
they were for our parents and grandparents. With active college chapters 
nationwide, CSA convenes young leaders from across the political spectrum 
to craft and advance solutions to the public policy issues so important to our 
generation that they transcend party lines.  
 
ABOUT BPC 

Founded in 2007 by former Senate Majority Leaders Howard Baker, Tom 
Daschle, Bob Dole, and George Mitchell, the Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC)  
is a non-profit organization that drives principled solutions through rigorous 
analysis, reasoned negotiation, and respectful dialogue. With projects in 
multiple issue areas, BPC combines politically balanced policymaking with 
strong, proactive advocacy and outreach.  
 
DISCLAIMER 

The findings and recommendations expressed herein do not necessarily 
represent the views or opinions of the Bipartisan Policy Center’s founders, its 
board of directors, its project leadership and its current staff. 
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A Call to Action 
To our brothers and sisters, moms and dads, and grandmas and grandpas,  

We need to have a conversation. And AGE is a conversation starter.  

Right now, young Americans—those with the largest stake in America’s future—are getting 
the short end of the stick. Older generations are passing enormous bills down to our 
generation, and they are not investing enough in the foundations, skills, and opportunities 
to ensure that we—their kids and grandkids—can have as good of a life as they did. To 
make matters worse, older generations are more polarized and therefore Congress is more 
polarized than at any time since the Civil War. Political warfare has impeded pragmatic 
solutions that will preserve the American dream for our children. 

Throughout history, we have seen one generation after another exceed the success of the 
generation before it. However, we are the first generation in our country’s history that may 
not even live as well as our parents. Our future prosperity is at risk not through decisions of 
our own, but because of decisions the current generation of leaders has refused to make.  

It is clear: young Americans cannot afford to be bystanders for critical debates about our 
nation’s future when we have the most at stake. 

Over the last year, hundreds of Millennials across the country have participated in Common 
Sense Action’s (CSA) deep exploration of our broken political system, the challenges facing 
Millennials and future generations, and the policy solutions to those challenges.  

The Agenda for Generational Equity (AGE), which we release today, is our response. It is 
the first national and bipartisan policy agenda created by Millennials. It articulates a 
pragmatic path toward a more prosperous and just America. AGE and the agenda 
formulation process brings hundreds of young Americans, or Millennials, from both parties 
to the policymaking table on college campuses, in statehouses, and in Washington.  

AGE is a new kind of agenda. Instead of creating a definitive ten-step, all-or-nothing plan, 
we offer a menu of policy options designed to advance Millennial priorities. Under each 
pillar, CSA outlines several policy-based goals that we hope to achieve. And under each 
goal, CSA outlines a menu of policy ideas that we support.  

We do not expect that politicians will enact every single policy we recommend, but by 
emphasizing pragmatic policy ideas that fall between the Democratic 40-yard line and the 
Republican 40-yard line, we have created a menu of options to choose from that would 
make significant progress toward restoring our national fiscal health and expanding 
economic mobility. When combined with campus organizing, AGE is designed to make 
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political space for elected leaders to develop principled compromises, make solutions-first 
decisions, and keep America’s promise to future generations.  

AGE is only the first step in our process. It’s what we do with the agenda that matters. 

Therefore, AGE is more than just a wonky policy document. It is a manifesto for the 
Common Sense Action movement.  

This is critical because Millennials don’t have a microphone at the policymaking table to 
safeguard our future from a status quo of political gridlock. And frankly, we haven’t 
organized to use the tools we have—namely, the right to vote. In the 2012 election, only 45 
percent of the 46 million Americans aged 18-29 years old eligible to vote actually voted.1 By 
contrast, 72 percent of the 39 million eligible seniors voted.2 Even more alarmingly, 18–29-
year-old voter turnout decreased by six percentage points from 2008 to 2012—while 
turnout among seniors increased by two percentage points.3 Until that changes and until 
Millennials start speaking up at the ballot box, elected officials will not have incentives to 
address the issues that most affect the Millennial generation—the cost of entitlements, high 
college costs, and the overall lack of investment in the future.  

Fortunately, CSA is building a movement to do just that: to keep that American promise to 
future generations and ensure that not just we as a generation, but America itself, 
continues to prosper and be a leader to the world.  

If we can organize, mobilize, and empower the largest, most networked, most diverse 
generation in U.S. history to support AGE, young people can impact our political process 
and policy debates to create lasting change. 

Using AGE as a galvanizing vision for a better future, each of Common Sense Action’s 
chapters have begun to pull Americans—on their campuses and in their communities—off 
the sidelines and into the political arena to pursue three primary objectives: advancing 
generational fairness, investing in Millennial mobility, and repairing politics. In just over two 
months of organizing, nearly 3,400 people endorsed this agenda before we even launched 
it.  

Together, we imagine a world where the American promise to future generations is stronger 
than ever. We imagine a world where aspiring politicians run for office using the Agenda for 
Generational Equity as their platform, knowing that thousands of Millennials across the 
country will mobilize on their behalf. We imagine a world in which our leaders can be 
principled partisans but see benefit in crossing the aisle to make bipartisan progress. We 
imagine a world where the gateways of opportunity are open ever wider for future 
generations of Americans.  

Sincerely,  

Sam Gilman & Andrew Kaplan   
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A Letter from BPC’s 
President  
In the summer of 2013, four students from Common Sense Action (CSA) came to the 
Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC) with an idea. Their aspiration was to organize their peers and 
create a policy platform reflecting the interests and commitments of their generation. Over 
the course of the summer they visited every congressional office, recruited and engaged 
hundreds of interns and worked with the policy staff at BPC to explore an array of complex 
public policy questions. At the end of the summer they published a framework setting forth 
the key pillars of the Agenda for Generational Equity (AGE). But the effort did not end there.   

In the fall, the enterprising young leaders grew their organization and developed chapters 
on campuses across the country. The CSA chapters held Campus Congresses and devoted 
hundreds of hours to researching and debating ideas and proposing workable policy 
solutions. In early 2014, the student leaders came to Washington, spending three days at 
BPC developing the shared ideas contained in this tremendously thoughtful and provocative 
document. 

For BPC, it has been an inspiration to partner with CSA in this effort. At the heart of our 
work is the belief that the best ideas emerge through engaged, passionate and principled 
debate. The seriousness of purpose, collaborative spirit and creativity demonstrated by our 
partners at CSA shines through the pages that follow. While BPC provided support and 
policy advice throughout the development of the AGE Initiative, the recommendations 
contained in the following pages come directly from the 24 CSA campuses across the 
country.  

Some of the conclusions and recommendations in this document differ from policy proposals 
developed and supported by BPC. This is the point of encouraging new voices in the national 
debate. BPC is proud to have the opportunity to help inform, elevate and learn from young 
leaders across the country. If there is room at the table for both right and left, surely there 
is room for fresh perspectives from the next generation of leaders.  

We encourage you to join the conversation. 

Sincerely, 

Jason Grumet 

President, Bipartisan Policy Center 
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Our Goals 
Advancing Generational Fairness. The United States needs a national entitlement 
and revenue solution that both keeps the promise of a fair and adequate social 
safety net for our grandparents today and also sustains that safety net for future 
generations.  

 Goal: Reform Social Security to ensure 75-year solvency while preserving 
the fairness and adequacy of the program. 

 Goal: Reform Medicare in order to achieve the “triple aim:” improved 
patient experience, improved population health, and decreased per-capita 
costs.  

 Goal: Invest in the capabilities of the next generation to strengthen the 
infrastructure of today and to develop the infrastructure of tomorrow. 

 Goal: Exercise generationally responsible taxing and budgeting to promote 
long-term economic growth and address long term-debt. 

Investing in Millennial Mobility. The United States must make additional 
investments in education, workforce development, and the infrastructure of the 
future, so that all young Americans have the opportunity to succeed in the 21st 
century.  

 Goal: Increase access to affordable post-secondary education to give every 
student the opportunity to pursue his or her dream. 

 Goal: Expand the school-to-job pipeline. 

 Goal: Reduce incarceration rates and promote reintegration. 

 Goal: Achieve universal access to early childhood education. 

Repairing Politics. Millennials should help heal our political system by voting more, 
participating in public and community service, and working across party lines. CSA 
must take a lead in repairing the fabric of U.S. politics by encouraging our friends 
and peers to serve, participate, and vote.  

 Goal: CSA should increase Millennial civic and electoral participation to 
strengthen the democratic process. 

 Goal: CSA should help build a social expectation of national service over the 
course of a lifetime to increase nation-building at home. 
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Executive Summary 
What is AGE? 
The Agenda for Generational Equity (AGE) is the first bipartisan policy agenda created by 
members of the Millennial generation through a nationwide process. AGE serves as a policy 
platform and the first manifesto for the national CSA movement. 

Through a responsibly partisan process of research, debate, negotiation, and democratic 
decision-making, Common Sense Action (CSA) chapters comprised of hundreds of 
Democratic, Republican, and independent young people from across the United States 
developed AGE in partnership with the Bipartisan Policy Center (BPC), a think tank 
committed to advancing bipartisan policy solutions.  

What are the foundations of AGE? 
AGE is framed by three principles outlined by the AGE Steering Committee in the AGE 
Framework: 

1. AGE must be credibly bipartisan, and it must address Millennial priorities that 
transcend party lines: Fiscal Responsibility, Economic Mobility, Investments, 
and National Service. 

2. Fiscal responsibility and investments are not mutually exclusive. We have an 
obligation to both keep our financial promises and make critical investments in 
education and infrastructure. 

3. Advancing generational equity demands service, shared sacrifice, and 
consensus-building. 

Why is AGE innovative and different? 
AGE is America’s first Millennial policy agenda to be generated through an entirely 
Millennial-driven, nationwide, and bipartisan process.  

Unlike most policy documents, AGE was not created by a small group of policy experts. 
Instead, the report was crafted in a nation-wide, open-source process that engaged 
hundreds of young people.  

In the fall of 2013, each CSA chapter researched, formulated, and presented a total of more 
than 150 distinct policies for inclusion in a national agenda. These policies were debated and 
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vetted at Campus Congresses—conventions that brought together CSA chapter members 
and other student stakeholders, including student body presidents and the leaders of the 
college Democrats and college Republicans to vote on each proposal. Two representatives 
from each of the participating chapters convened at the AGE Policy Summit in Washington. 
At the summit, they determined the final policy agenda, which consisted of 40 policy 
options.  

What does it mean that AGE is a policy menu? 
Most policy agendas present demands for policymakers to follow. AGE, however, is designed 
to give policymakers the political space to make decisions. We are not policy experts and, 
for this reason, we do not profess to know the ten-step definitive plan to get America back 
on track. 

We do not demand that policymakers adopt every single one of our policy options. Instead, 
we argue that there are different ways to tackle the challenges facing our nation. We 
support a range of ideas, some center-left and some center-right, on which we believe the 
parties could find common ground. AGE draws a fence around the Democratic and 
Republican policy 40-yard lines and is intended to serve as a charge for politicians to take 
meaningful action.  

The next generation of Democratic and Republican leaders will have to tackle these 
challenges. They will have to propose policy solutions to confront issues of fiscal 
responsibility, economic mobility, investments, and national service. We aim to kick-start 
the process. 

What is the structure of AGE? 
The policy document itself is broken into pillars, goals, and policy options.  

AGE is built on three pillars: Advancing Generational Fairness, Investing in Millennial 
Mobility, and Repairing Politics. It outlines ten goals spread throughout the three pillars; 
four each for Generational Fairness and Millennial Mobility and two for Repairing Politics. 
Finally, there are several policy options beneath each goal that propose pragmatic solutions 
to advance these goals. 

The pillars and goals are meant to complement each other. It is extremely important to note 
that each individual goal or policy option is not centrist; instead, the document as a whole is 
balanced. The Generational Fairness pillar provides more sustainability; the Millennial 
Mobility pillar includes more investment.  
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What is our process? 
The Agenda for Generational Equity was researched, crafted, and negotiated over the last 
ten months by the members of Common Sense Action’s 17 founding chapters, each located 
on a college campus. 

During the summer of 2013, CSA brought together a Steering Committee of 25 young 
Americans from 18 states to craft the Framework for AGE. For eight weeks, the committee 
met over pizza to debate, deliberate, and design the agenda. The result was the Framework 
for the Agenda for Generational Equity.  

With the Framework as a blueprint, each chapter worked in the fall of 2013 to craft their 
own vision for AGE. Through rigorous policy research, committees drafted policy proposals 
that advanced the goals outlined in the Framework. Chapters then hosted Campus 
Congresses, where they invited chapter members and other students to debate and vote on 
proposals, ultimately voting on which policies to include in the final chapter proposal for the 
agenda. Overall, chapters voted and passed more than 150 distinct policies through this 
campus process. 

In January 2014, CSA convened 40 leaders—two from each CSA chapter—at the BPC to 
finalize the national Agenda for Generational Equity. We began by breaking into small 
groups, discussing each individual objective and policy intently. On the second day, the 
entire group gathered to debate and vote on AGE’s policy goals and policy options. 

We all came to that table strong in our own beliefs and ready to fight for them—principled 
partisans in short. As the day went on, the conversation grew more and more productive. 
We did not ask participants to put aside their own political beliefs and passions for the sake 
of bipartisanship. Instead, we actually sought to embrace the wide range of perspectives in 
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the room. At times, we disagreed passionately on ideological grounds. And we honored that 
disagreement as a necessary part of a responsible partisan process. However, we were able 
to build trust through discussion. We tried to live the example that we wished Congress 
would follow: we had made a commitment to ourselves, to each other, and to our chapters 
to craft an agenda by working together across difference, and we wouldn’t leave the room 
until it was done. Three meals, 15 hours, three pillars, and 40 accepted policies later, we 
had finalized the document. 

During the spring of 2014, a team of Policy Fellows led by Director of Policy Ryann Roberts 
worked to weave the selected policy proposals into a cohesive narrative through more 
research and iterative writing. 

Finally, throughout the AGE process, we worked with experts from BPC to help guide our 
research, craft meaningful objectives, and identify potential policy options for achieving 
those objectives. Their support, guidance, and expertise were invaluable in the policy-
generation process. 

What’s Next? 
AGE is not an end—it is a beginning. With the agenda in hand, Common Sense Action 
chapters and members will work together to continue bringing youth voices to the 
policymaking table on college campuses, in state houses, and in Washington. 

The movement behind this agenda is growing quickly. Almost 3,400 people have already 
endorsed the AGE pillars and goals, and we hope to see that number keep rising as work to 
spread the word. 

Here’s what you can do to support this growing movement:  

 Endorse the Agenda 

 Join or start a CSA chapter 

 Volunteer for CSA advocacy campaigns 

We’re asking Millennials to take a chance with us. Help us convince lawmakers to stop 
ignoring the issues that matter most to our generation. We have to show them we are 
passionate and dedicated. For politicians to take action, we must show them that we care 
first. 

We imagine a world in which Millennials have just as a good a chance to succeed as our 
parents and grandparents. We imagine a world in which our children and grandchildren have 
more opportunities to succeed than we do. 

Join us – it’s our future.  
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Generational Fairness 
What is our vision for Advancing 
Generational Fairness?  
The Generational Fairness pillar of the Agenda for Generational 
Equity outlines a set of priorities that promotes responsible public 
budgeting by reforming entitlements, strengthening safety nets, 
investing in infrastructure, and reforming the tax code.  

While the framers of the Agenda for 
Generational Equity do not purport to be 
budget experts, our vision is to articulate 
generational priorities for federal spending 
and taxing. AGE articulates a strategic vision 
for America’s spending priorities that protects 
our elders as they age and simultaneously 
invests in our future talent. We imagine a 
generationally fair federal budget. Such a 
forward-looking budget is critical for our 
nation’s economic security.  

We believe in a government that maintains a fair safety net for our parents and 
grandparents while ensuring that we sustain that safety net for our generation, for our 
children, and for our children’s children. Meanwhile, we must also ensure that our 
entitlement programs do not crowd out investment in the foundations of America’s future. 
We must make the critical investments that will promote commerce, improve our standard 
of living, and ensure that the United States expands its economic prosperity. Similarly, we 
must simplify the tax code while raising revenues to create more room for businesses to 
innovate and the necessary funds to pay for our spending commitments. But as we live 
within our means, we must ever be investing in expanding our means. 

Ultimately, only a budget that not only balances the interests of Democrats and 
Republicans, grandparents and grandchildren, but also engages each generation at the 
policymaking table can effectively maintain economic security and advance future economic 
prosperity.  

What is the status quo and how did we get here? 
In the 1990s, the United States recognized that it needed to save for retirement—the 
retirement of its large baby-boomer workforce. With several hard-fought legislative 

We believe in a government 
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for our generation, for our 
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children’s children.  
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compromises, like the Balanced Budget Act of 1997, coupled with tremendous economic 
growth in the late 1990s, the United States had its fiscal house in order. The nation 
balanced its budget for three straight years (1999–2001). 

During the early 2000s, the trend was reversed. With surpluses in hand, Democrats and 
Republicans each took credit for popular expansions of Medicare and other federal spending 
programs while simultaneously passing tax cuts. Over the next decade, budget surpluses 
quickly became rapidly growing deficits. The result of these taxing and spending policies, a 
recession, and an aging population is a federal debt of nearly $17.149 trillion, or more than 
73 percent of GDP—a ratio seen only during the Great Depression and World War II.4  

Deficits are now falling due to slight GDP growth, 
reductions in the growth of discretionary programs, 
and modest tax increases, but these incremental 
improvements are not nearly enough to put us on solid 
footing. As the baby boomers retire, Social Security 
and Medicare spending will rise significantly, crowding 
out the ability to make critical investments in the 
nation’s infrastructure. In other words, the long-term 
deficit problem is an entitlement spending—especially 
health care spending—problem, combined with an 
imbalance in revenue receipts. Social Security and Medicare will be unable to pay out full 
benefits well before the first Millennial retires at age 65. We must make a priority of 
addressing the projected increases in entitlement spending before these bills become too 
big to pay.  

Meanwhile, America’s infrastructure is outdated, inefficient, and in need of repair. The 
American Society of Civil Engineers awarded the nation’s overall infrastructure as a D+ in 
2013.5 It estimates that the United States needs to see $3.6 trillion in infrastructure 
investments by 2020 to maintain its current grade.16 Despite the dreary statistics, 
infrastructure spending hit a 20-year low last year, totaling only 1.7 percent of GDP, 
according to Business Insider.7 And the country is not just falling behind in physical 
infrastructure, but also in research and development (R&D). As of 2006, the United States 
spent only 2.6 percent of its GDP on R&D, which ranked the United States seventh among 
peer Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development countries.8 In today’s 
budget debates, however, these programs have been squeezed by ever-increasing 
mandatory spending. This has meant fewer new construction contracts and less money 
available for scientific research and development.  

Finally, the tax code could be significantly simplified. The Joint Committee on Taxation 
estimated that, for FY2013, if Congress eliminated all tax expenditures, such as employer-
sponsored health insurance, it could cut individual income tax rates by about 44 percent 
and stay revenue-neutral. In absolute terms, tax expenditures add up to $1.3 trillion per 
year—that’s a lot of money that could otherwise be going to pay for federal programs or to 
reduce the debt.  
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In 2013, we saw tentative first steps toward bipartisan budgetary negotiation. Senator Patty 
Murray (D-WA) and Representative Paul Ryan (R-WI), chairs of the budget committees in 
their respective houses, developed a bipartisan budget agreement for 2014 with the support 
of their party leadership. While an important step, this budget agreement fell far short of 
articulating a sustainable and long-term vision for the federal government. It is in that 
context that we propose our budgetary framework.  

What do we propose?  
Advancing Generational Fairness: The United States needs a national entitlement and 
revenue solution that both keeps the promise of a fair and adequate social safety net for our 
grandparents today and also sustains that safety net for future generations.  

	    

• Goal: Reform Social Security to ensure 75-year solvency while preserving the 
fairness and adequacy of the program. 

• Goal: Reform Medicare in order to achieve the “triple aim:” improved patient 
experience, improved population health, and decreased per-capita costs.  

• Goal: Invest in the capabilities of the next generation to strengthen the 
infrastructure of today and to develop the infrastructure of tomorrow. 

• Goal: Exercise generationally responsible taxing and budgeting to promote long-
term economic growth and address long term-debt. 
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GOAL: 
REFORM SOCIAL SECURITY TO ENSURE 75-YEAR SOLVENCY WHILE 
PRESERVING THE FAIRNESS AND ADEQUACY OF THE PROGRAM 

What are the facts? 

Since it was signed into law in 1935, the Social Security program has served as a critical 
safety net for retirees, their survivors, and people with disabilities (through disability 
insurance). The program is a signature part of the American way of life—a promise to 
Americans that they will not fall through the cracks in their later years. The government 
awarded 57 million Americans Social Security benefits in June 2013.9 Many of the recipients 
rely on Social Security for a large portion of their income; in fact, 14 million elderly 
Americans, more than 40 percent, rely on Social Security to keep them above the federal 
poverty level.10 

In 2013, the Social Security Board of Trustees predicted that the program’s trust fund will 
be exhausted in 2033 and will operate on a pay-as-you-go basis, drastically reducing 
benefits.11 For those of us in the Millennial generation, this means that the program that we 
paid into for many years will provide us with severely reduced benefits.  

Why did we choose this goal? 

Social Security is the last line of support for millions of Americans, and austere cuts to 
benefits would be devastating for many who rely on the program. We cannot slash benefits 
across the board and let elderly Americans—who have paid into the program—suffer. On the 
other hand, the Social Security trust fund will soon run out of money, well before Millennials 
are of age to collect. Beginning in 2033, the Social Security trust funds will no longer be 
able to pay 100 percent of benefits to all eligible recipients. As the board of trustees for the 
trust funds noted in their 2013 annual report, Congress and the administration must take 
steps now to address the looming shortfall.  

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Use Chained CPI to index 
benefits.  

Cost of living adjustments (COLAs) for Social 
Security benefits are indexed to inflation using the 
traditional consumer price index (CPI) for urban 
wage earners and clerical workers (CPI-W). 

We propose replacing the use of the CPI-W with the 
Consumer Price Index for Urban Consumers (CPI-U), 

or the Chained CPI, which accounts for changes in consumer spending habits when prices 
grow at different rates. Chained CPI grows about 0.25 percent more slowly per year than 
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CPI-W, on average.12 As a result, using Chained CPI to index Social Security to inflation 
would reduce growth relative to the baseline. Reduction of federal Social Security spending, 
according to the Social Security Administration’s Board of Trustees, will improve the 
program’s solvency.13 

Policy Option 2: Gradually raise the Social Security retirement age to 69 and index 
it to life expectancy. 

According to the Social Security Administration, the full retirement age will gradually rise 
from 65 to 67 by 2027, although individuals may still elect to receive a reduced benefit at 
age 62. This means that for people born from 1943 to 1954, the full retirement age is 66, 
while that number will increase gradually each year until reaching 67 for people born in 
1960 or later.14 Fifty years ago, with a full retirement age set at 65, average life expectancy 
at age 65 was 14 more years for men and 18 for women. For those reaching age 65 today, 
life expectancies have grown to 18 and 20 years, respectively—a trend that is expected to 
continue in future decades, although growth in life expectancy has been very uneven across 
income levels.15 The Social Security retirement age should continue to be adjusted to reflect 
this change in longevity.  

Raising the full retirement age to 69 and indexing the retirement age to life expectancy 
would help account for ever-increasing growth in average life expectancy, cause a decrease 
in federal Social Security spending of approximately 13 percent, and improve trust fund 
solvency.16  

Policy Option 3: Subject 90 percent of wages to the Social Security payroll tax. 

The Social Security payroll and self-employment taxes currently apply to annual earnings up 
to $117,000. Between 1983 and 2008, the share of total wages subjected to this tax 
declined from 90 percent to 83.4 percent, due to rapid increases in wages for top earners.17 
Up to $216,900 of an individual’s earned income would be subject to the payroll tax if the 
taxable income cap is set to cover 90 percent of total payroll and self-employment income 
in the economy.18 Raising the cap to 90 percent of payroll is estimated to eliminate about 28 
percent of Social Security’s long-run deficit and increase the possibility of 75-year 
solvency.19  

Policy Option 4: Adjust Social Security benefits for wealthier recipients. 

Under current Social Security law, benefits are provided to all individuals who pay into the 
system. Social Security currently includes an “earnings test” that is intended to reduce 
benefits based only on income earned.20 Benefits are based on a percentage of an 
individual’s lifetime covered earnings. At full retirement age, an individual’s initial benefit is 
based on 90 percent of the first $749 of the worker’s average monthly earnings, 32 percent 
of average monthly earnings between $749 and $4,517, and 15 percent of wages above 
$4,517 (and below the cap on covered earnings).21 We propose reducing the initial benefit 
for average monthly wages above $4,517 from 15 percent to 10 percent, impacting 
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approximately the top 25 percent of earners. This proposal would enhance Social Security’s 
long-term sustainability.  

GOAL: 
REFORM MEDICARE IN ORDER TO ACHIEVE THE “TRIPLE AIM:” 
IMPROVED PATIENT EXPERIENCE, IMPROVED POPULATION HEALTH, 
AND DECREASED PER-CAPITA COSTS 

What are the facts? 

Health care is the fastest-growing cost for the United States. In 2012, the federal 
government spent $466 billion on Medicare, or roughly 13 percent of the federal budget.22 
On its current track, Medicare as we know it will likely not be around for the Millennial 
generation, and seniors may eventually see reductions in benefits. Though health care costs 
have slowed as a result of the recent recession, they will rise faster as the nation recovers.23 
Medicare costs are projected to increase as a share of GDP, and the Hospital Insurance 
Trust Fund program is projected to be exhausted in 2026—just as most baby boomers are 
in the midst of their retirement years.24  

Two main factors combine to drive Medicare’s growth. The first is the increasing number of 
Medicare-eligible citizens. As of last year, there were 49.4 million Medicare recipients.25 In 
2035, that number will rise to a staggering 85.3 million.26 The second is health care 
inflation. In 2010, drug prices increased by 3 percent, the cost of inpatient admissions by 
5.1 percent, and the cost of outpatient visits by 10 percent,27 all of which are substantially 
higher than the overall inflation rate of 2.3 percent.  

Why did we choose this goal? 

As the fastest-growing driver of the debt and one of the largest federal expenditures, 
Medicare must be reformed. Too many seniors and individuals with disabilities rely on the 
program for the government to cut benefits, and too many Millennials will not receive the 
benefits they paid for with their tax dollars for us to not reform the program.  

A sustainable Medicare program cannot be achieved through a budgetary fix alone. Though 
Medicare makes up a large portion of the budget, only a comprehensive approach can stem 
the tide of inflationary health care costs. Budgetary fixes, like raising the eligibility age, do 
not address the structural problem—a fee-for-service model that incentivizes high-cost 
procedures and acts as a disincentive for population-based care. A comprehensive approach 
to fixing Medicare incentivizes more preventative, population-based care; Accountable Care 
Organizations (ACOs); financing reform; and delivery-system reform. These reforms will 
advance us toward the path of the triple aim.  
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What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Create stronger 
incentives for Medicare providers and 
beneficiaries to move toward 
advanced payment and care delivery 
models that incentivize quality and 
value, such as enhanced ACOs and 
competitively priced Medicare 
Advantage.28 

The fee-for-service payment system that predominates in the U.S. health care market is a 
key driver of cost growth, and it serves as a barrier to greater coordination of care. We 
support encouraging providers and beneficiaries to move toward organized systems of care 
with advanced payment models that incentivize quality, value, and patient satisfaction. One 
example of such a model, proposed by BPC’s Health Care Cost Containment Initiative, would 
create “Medicare Networks,” a new option within traditional Medicare. Full annual payment 
updates would be reserved for providers who form or join Medicare Networks, and 
beneficiaries would receive a premium rebate for enrolling. Providers and beneficiaries 
would share in savings, as long as quality and patient satisfaction targets are met. If cost 
growth exceeds a target, providers would be required to absorb the difference. 

Currently, the capitated Medicare Advantage plans are paid based on spending in the fee-
for-service part of the program, regardless of whether that is the efficient price. We support 
transitioning to a competitive-bidding structure in Medicare Advantage. Competitively bid 
payments to plans would only take effect in regions where it costs less than current law. 
Initially, a portion of the savings could be allocated to finance reduced beneficiary premiums 
and cost-sharing. 

Policy Option 2: Create incentives for Medicare Advantage beneficiaries to enroll in 
wellness or prevention programs and meet program benchmarks—for example, 
through premium discounts and cash incentives.  

Medicare Advantage plans are private health plans that contract with Medicare to provide 
Part A and Part B benefits. These plans may offer extra coverage, such as vision, hearing, 
dental, or health and wellness programs with an average premium of $104.90 a month.29 
The average premium for Medicare Advantage prescription drug plans is $39, up 14 percent 
from 2013.30 However, plans can choose not to cover the costs of services that are not 
“medically necessary” under Medicare. This classification can allow Advantage plans to 
exclude wellness or prevention programs from coverage. Prevention and wellness programs 
are especially important for older Americans as they can end health problems early and 
prevent new health problems from beginning. Allowing Medicare Advantage enrollees to 
obtain premium discounts by enrolling in prevention or wellness programs and meeting 
benchmarks within those programs would increase the number of advantage enrollees who 
obtain these services.  
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Policy Option 3: Combine Part A and Part B of Medicare. 

Medicare Part A is the core of the Medicare program, covering certain costs for inpatient 
hospital and limited post-acute care services without a premium. Medicare Part B covers 
physician, outpatient, and other services. It is optional, requires enrollment, and charges a 
premium. According to some experts, separating the financing systems for Parts A and B 
often makes it difficult for policymakers to create solutions to address the long-term 
solvency of both parts.31 Combining Parts A and B would potentially protect beneficiaries 
from high out-of-pocket spending by improving cost-sharing, efficiency, and coordination 
throughout the program.32 

Policy Option 4: Encourage the use of high-quality, low-cost drugs in Medicare 
through reforms such as cost-sharing.33  

A large driver of rising health care costs is the high cost of prescription drugs. We support 
reforms that encourage Medicare beneficiaries to use high-quality, low-cost generic drugs 
over higher-cost brand-name drugs. We also support reforms that will reduce the overall 
price of prescription drugs to the federal government.  

We suggest adjusting the Part D low-income subsidy to increase copayments for brand-
name drugs while eliminating the copayments for generic drugs. We also recommend that 
low-income subsidy payments to Part D plans that subsidize the deductible and cost-sharing 
be limited to the amount that the government would pay for a low-cost alternative drug, if 
available, unless the higher-cost drug is prescribed as medically necessary.  

We also suggest that we change the Part B reimbursement for provider-administered 
medications. Some physician-administered prescription drugs are reimbursed under Part B 
of the Medicare program, using the medication’s Average Sales Price (ASP) plus 6 percent to 
cover the physician’s cost to purchase the medication plus handling costs. Replacing the 6 
percent surcharge with a flat payment could achieve budget savings by reducing physician 
incentives to administer more prescription drugs.  

We further suggest that the government should pay the actual price of remaining Part B 
drug and vaccine reimbursements rather than the wholesale price listed by states. 
Converting reimbursements (with a phase-in to minimize disruption) now paid under 
“Average Wholesale Price” to their actual sales prices would reflect the various discounts 
and rebates that contribute to the actual sales price.  

Policy Option 5: Strengthen and modernize the Medicare benefit.34 

The Medicare benefit package does not currently provide adequate protections for enrolled 
seniors and people with disabilities, as evidenced by the prevalence of Medigap and other 
supplemental insurance policies used to fill in coverage gaps among about 90 percent of 
Medicare beneficiaries.  
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We suggest improving, simplifying, and modernizing the basic traditional Medicare benefit 
package, providing predictable cost-sharing for beneficiaries by moving from a model of co-
insurance to copayments and establishing an annual catastrophic cap for medical services. 
Along with this reform, we suggest expanding cost-sharing for those beneficiaries with 
incomes up to 150 percent of the federal poverty level and paying for this by reducing 
subsidies to higher-income Medicare beneficiaries by establishing modestly lower income 
thresholds.  

GOAL:  
INVEST IN THE CAPABILITIES OF THE NEXT GENERATION TO 
STRENGTHEN THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF TODAY AND TO DEVELOP 

THE INFRASTRUCTURE OF TOMORROW 

What are the facts? 

America’s infrastructure is sorely in need of rehabilitation and, in certain areas, expansion. 
The 2013 American Society of Civil Engineers Report gave D grades or worse to U.S. 
aviation, dams, hazardous waste, inland waterways, levees, roads, transit, and wastewater 
infrastructure—meaning that each sector was individually deemed to be in substandard 
condition and at risk of failure.35 Poor infrastructure harms the nation’s international 
economic competitiveness—the United States is ranked 25th globally in overall 
infrastructure.36  

Outdated transportation infrastructure costs the United States billions. In 2012, Americans 
in 439 metropolitan areas spent 4.8 billion hours in congestion, burning more than $100 
billion of extra fuel.37 Additionally, airport congestion and delays cost the economy an 
estimated $22 billion.38 Crumbling infrastructure is a threat to public safety as well. Recent 
sudden collapses of bridges in Oklahoma, Minnesota, and Washington state are indicative of 
a larger problem—one in nine bridges across the country are rated “deficient.”39 

Interestingly, the labor necessary to meet these demands appears to be available. As of 
April 2014, the unemployment rate for construction workers was 9.4 percent,40 well above 
the national rate of 6.3 percent.41 According to the Treasury Department, nearly two-thirds 
of jobs created by investment in infrastructure would be in the construction industry, with 
the next-highest industry being manufacturing, another area of high unemployment.42 

We define infrastructure broadly to include waterworks, waterways, roads, transit, 
broadband, and energy facilities. 
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Why did we choose this goal? 

Infrastructure is the building block of a prosperous nation. In the past, infrastructure 
investments have been known to increase short-term and long-term economic growth. 
Projects like the Interstate Highway System have been associated with significant future 
private-sector productivity gains.43 Beyond the direct financial benefit to Americans, mass 
infrastructure projects are critical for accessibility to jobs, businesses, and supply chains. 
Additionally, by providing jobs and lowering transportation expenses, infrastructure 
investment is particularly beneficial to lower- and middle-class Americans.44  

To accomplish these goals, we must 
ensure that government matches 
resources with the most valuable type of 
infrastructure projects. We recognize 
that we cannot fund all projects and 
must be smart about which ones we 
choose—leaving options for state and 
local governments when applicable. We 
advocate for increased funding at the federal and state levels, with an emphasis on federal 
grants that are allocated to states for the most essential projects. Partnerships between the 
private and public sector are also crucial to the development and maintenance of U.S. 
infrastructure—cooperation between government and industry leads to more jobs and 
higher project-completion rates. With the right combination of funding, financing, and 
private-sector partnerships, the federal government can take advantage of the current low 
interest rates and invest now to save the nation money over the next few decades. 

Today, local and state governments across the country are experiencing ever-tightening 
budgets in the face of mounting infrastructure needs. Our generation is concerned that if 
these costs are not addressed now, our ability to pay for regular maintenance on 
infrastructure in the future will be significantly constrained. Deferred maintenance may save 
current tax and ratepayers but will only compound the next generation’s burden. 
Recognizing that federal funds are limited and keeping the nation’s debt obligations in mind, 
we call for more financing options for infrastructure projects and the leveraging of private 
investment in addition to federal funding.  

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Expand initiatives that allow private companies to invest in 
infrastructure projects, including a National Infrastructure Financing Authority.  

Infrastructure deficits create numerous problems for society as a whole, including increased 
road fatalities, water safety concerns, and lower economic productivity. Public-private 
partnerships (PPPs) are a cost-effective way for state and local governments to undertake 
needed infrastructure projects without some of the risk, challenges, and political 
considerations associated with traditional public-sector approaches.45 Private financing can 

Our generation is concerned that 

if these costs are not addressed 

now, our ability to pay for 

regular maintenance on 

infrastructure in the future will be 

significantly constrained. 
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shift the responsibility of financing and delivery to a private entity, which will help improve 
infrastructure in areas where public partners are unable or unwilling to embrace the debt or 
risk.46 Not only do PPPs increase access to funding and investment opportunities, they also 
allow for access to a wider range of new private-sector expertise and faster and less 
expensive project implementation.47 

While this is largely an issue for state and local governments, the federal government could 
open up more opportunities for PPPs. Specifically, Congress could create a National 
Infrastructure Financing Authority. The creation of the Financing Authority would benefit 
future generations of Americans by leveraging limited public dollars with private investment 
to grow the number of projects that can be built and upgraded each year. The federal 
government spends more than $50 billion a year in federal surface transportation grants to 
states and localities, and these states and localities spend $150 billion of their own funds, in 
addition to private-sector investments.48 Approximately $3.6 trillion is needed to properly 
complete infrastructure projects across the nation.49 A National Infrastructure Financing 
Authority would benefit future generations of Americans by closing this gap between needed 
investment and current spending. For example, the Financing Authority could be critical to 
the expansion of public transportation, such as extending high-speed rail projects and local 
mass transit. These initiatives are crucial to future prosperity, as they will promote job 
growth and job retention by expanding the pathways through which low-income workers are 
connected to employment. 

The construction of vital infrastructure is paramount to economic growth, public safety, and 
higher productivity. Currently, 33 states and Puerto Rico have enacted legislation allowing 
state governments to pursue transportation infrastructure projects using PPPs.50  

Policy Option 2: Expand broadband access in underserved communities with the 
goal of achieving 100 percent access to high-speed broadband using a suite of the 
most cost-effective public and private initiatives. 

In 2011, approximately 34 percent of American adults did not have broadband Internet 
access at home.51 Many critical resources and services are now offered online; without 
Internet access many of these families and individuals will continue to fall behind 
economically, socially, and politically.  

Allocating more federal funds for broadband infrastructure and affordability would expedite 
the adoption process. Higher broadband saturation also creates hundreds of thousands of 
new jobs: each additional $5 billion investment in broadband creates 250,000 jobs.52 By 
providing tax credits to foster the development of new technologies, allocating larger fund 
amounts to broadband adoption programs, and creating partnerships with other agencies 
and corporations, the federal government can help private and public companies bring fast 
and affordable broadband Internet to every American, regardless of their location. Emerging 
technologies are making broadband expansion less politically volatile.53  
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Policy Option 3: Index the gas tax to inflation to increase funding for the repair of 
existing roads and systems. 

The United States federal tax rates for gasoline and diesel fuel are 18.4 and 24.4 cents per 
gallon respectively, and tax receipts bring in about $35 billion in revenue per year.54 The 
federal gas tax is used to fund road construction, road maintenance, and sustain public 
transit through the Highway Trust Fund.55 Every year, the real revenue from gas taxes 
decreases, shrinking the funds in the Highway Trust Fund by about 4 percent a year.56  

The Highway Trust Fund was intended to fully fund federal highway programs, however, in 
recent years significant offsets from general revenues have been required. Indexing the gas 
tax to inflation would increase the tax for the first time since 1996, allowing an increase in 
revenue placed into the Highway Trust Fund for the purpose of repairing and maintaining 
existing roads.57 Without an increase in the gas tax, the Highway Trust Fund is predicted to 
be unsustainable.58 States such as Florida and Maine have indexed their state gasoline tax 
to inflation by adjusting the tax based upon the consumer price index (CPI).59 Using the CPI 
to determine the gas tax rate would grow revenue from gas taxes in “modest and 
predictable” increments.60 Bipartisan groups like the Domenici-Rivlin Debt Reduction Task 
Force have called for indexing the gas tax to inflation.  

Policy Option 4: Promote research and development through increased federal 
funding, and an expanded and permanent R&D tax credit. 

The United States has been a leader in innovation and that innovation has driven economic 
development. As noted by the American Energy Innovation Council in its report, Unleashing 
Private-Sector Energy R&D: Insights from Interviews with 17 R&D Leaders: 

“Perhaps most importantly, we have found that the current public policy environment 
poses challenges that businesses cannot solve on their own, and these problems are 
hindering U.S. technological innovation. This must change. If government and 
business can work together to foster a climate that promotes innovation, then 
private-sector R&D can help set us on a path to a more affordable, secure, and 
prosperous energy future.”61 

Investing in R&D means investing in the future of our country and ensuring it will continue 
to lead in technological and hence, economic development.  

Federally funded R&D projects have led to great technological advances and scientific 
breakthroughs. Increasing federal funding for R&D would expand opportunities for 
dissemination of knowledge, increasing the scientific workforce and fostering technological 
advances and scientific breakthroughs in national defense, health, safety, energy, and 
security, paving the way for a secure and stable future.  

The R&D Tax Credit—formally known as the “research and experimentation tax credit”—is a 
business tax credit for companies incurring R&D expenses in the United States. The R&D tax 
credit was originally enacted in the Economic Recovery Act of 1981. On January 1, 2014, 
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Congress allowed the credit to expire, letting firms across the United States lose out on an 
estimated $8 billion in tax credits during 2014. 

Increasing the credit and making it permanent would provide greater certainty for U.S. 
companies to invest in R&D, doing away with the uncertainty companies face when 
Congress fails to renew the credit. Creating a permanent R&D tax credit encourages 
businesses to continue to invest in R&D activities so that future generations of Americans 
can experience a reliable and robust national infrastructure.62 Making the R&D tax credit 
more permanent would help spur innovation, protect job-creators, and keep high-paying 
R&D jobs in the United States, mirroring other countries that have also improved their R&D 
incentives.63  

In the past, the R&D credit has been popular in both parties—with both President Bush and 
President Obama suggesting making the credit more permanent. Senator Ron Wyden (D-
OR), chair of the Senate Finance Committee, recently suggested moving forward on making 
the credit permanent, remarking that the “roller coaster” of tax extensions is harming 
corporate innovation. Indeed, Dave Camp, the Republican chair of the House Ways and 
Means Committee, included a proposal to make the R&D tax credit permanent in his recent 
tax-code reform proposal. Although the credit was among dozens of temporary tax breaks 
that expired December 31, lawmakers are examining plans to revive it and extend it 
retroactively, as they have in the past.64 

Policy Option 5: Expand basic and applied R&D into future sources of renewable 
energy, such as hydrogen fuel and nuclear fusion, while expanding funding to 
scale and improve existing technology, such as next-generation solar energy; 
carbon capture and storage technology; cost-effective, efficient batteries; and 
unconventional hydrocarbon production, to make current energy consumption 
more secure, efficient, and affordable. 

Our overall commitment to expanding R&D includes a particular focus on expanding basic 
and applied research into future sources of renewable energy and the improvement of 
existing sources of energy to make current energy consumption more secure, efficient, and 
affordable.  

Our nation has benefited significantly from the 
development of energy-efficient technologies. 
The United States is the world’s largest energy 
consumer and currently uses one-fifth of the 
world’s energy.65 While consumption of energy 
has increased, the productivity of the energy we 
use has increased faster, in part due to more 
energy-efficient technologies.66 In this sense, 
greater energy efficiency has provided more bang 
for the buck in growing the U.S. economy while using resources responsibly, and we support 
continued investment in efficiency technology development. 

By expanding basic and 

applied R&D in diverse 

energy sources, the United 

States can continue to 

keep energy affordable 

while also making our 

economy more secure. 
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Our nation has also benefited significantly from the development of new oil and gas 
technologies. In 2011, only 80 percent of energy used in the United States was produced 
domestically, with the majority of the shortfall being supplied by foreign petroleum 
imports.67 However, the profile of U.S. energy usage and production is changing rapidly, 
largely due to the spread of the horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing used to extract 
oil and natural gas, but also due to renewable energy technologies. In 2012, U.S. oil 
production hit a 15-year high, and natural gas output reached an all-time peak.68 This boom 
in natural gas and unconventional oil development has led to more than 1.7 million new 
jobs, the vast majority of which were created in the private sector.69 These developments 
mean that more of the energy consumed in the United States is produced in the United 
States, so the country is more energy independent.  

Despite these accomplishments, our nation has more progress to make in developing clean 
energy technology. All of our energy consumption accounts for 5.4 billion tons of carbon 
dioxide, the second-highest global total.70 The primary energy sources today are nuclear 
energy, fossil energy, and renewable sources such as wind, solar, and hydropower. About 9 
percent of all energy consumed in the United States is from renewable sources. While 
horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing has created a boom in domestic oil and natural 
gas supplies, it remains in the long-term best interests of the country to continue to 
diversify our energy supply. Too much dependence on any one source can create instability 
in supply markets and consumer costs. 

To develop clean energy, the government primarily invests in R&D and tax incentives. The 
federal government has spent approximately $1.8 billion on renewable energy and energy 
efficiency R&D, $400 million on fossil energy R&D, and $800 million on nuclear energy R&D 
annually since 2012.71 Additionally, the federal government makes available tax incentives 
for clean energy investment and production, which in 2012 were estimated at $13 billion,72 
as well as for R&D expenses. We agree with the nation’s leading scientists73 and business 
leaders74 that this is not enough. 

As a nation, we must incentivize the development 
and commercialization of cleaner and more efficient 
energy technologies in order to fuel growth through 
lower prices, increased access, and market 
stability. As the recent natural-gas boom has 
illustrated, R&D investments can ultimately drive 
new energy production and lower energy prices. 
These lower prices benefit consumers through 
lower living costs and benefit businesses through 
lower operations costs. By expanding basic and applied R&D in diverse energy sources, the 
United States can continue to keep energy affordable while also making our economy more 
secure. 

By promoting 

transparency and 

accountability, we foster 

trust between the 

government and the 

American taxpayers. 
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Policy Option 6: Encourage all federally funded initiatives, projects, and 
development efforts to reveal all reasonably appropriate data freely and widely 
available in a usable, query-able format. 

In October 2012, the Department of Commerce and several other agencies launched 
FOIAonline, a “new shared-services model that allows the public to search through the FOIA 
inquiries of participating federal agencies by date, keyword and other parameters.”75 The 
launch of FOIA (Freedom of Information Act) online expanded the tools available to the 
public, including new document-search capabilities that allow users to narrow their searches 
to the relevant information they are seeking. Not all government agencies participate in the 
FOIAonline shared-service model.  

Congressional legislation requiring federal agencies to develop and maintain public-access 
policies would allow public access to all agencies’ federally funded initiatives. This legislation 
should require most federal agencies to release their non-classified research to the public. It 
should require all researchers who receive federal funds to submit electronic manuscripts of 
their final reports to the agencies from which the funds were collected in a timely manner, 
and it should ensure that the manuscripts are preserved in digital repositories that permit 
free public access as well.  

By promoting transparency and accountability, we foster trust between the government and 
the American taxpayers. Private institutions and researchers would also be able utilize 
publicly funded research, promoting further private R&D across countless sectors of the 
economy.76 Providing the results of public research to the public would allow universities 
and private entities to create comprehensive databases, communicate with one another, 
and collaborate on new and innovative projects.77  

Policy Option 7: Increase the number of H-1B visas issued to high-skilled 
immigrants and streamline the application process. 

The H-1B program allows businesses to employ highly skilled immigrants in specialty 
occupations. For many foreign graduates of U.S. universities, including those educated in 
STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math) fields, this is the best chance to remain 
in the United States. Each fiscal year, 85,000 H-1B visas are available, with exceptions for 
certain types of employers.78 Because demand regularly exceeds this cap,79 many talented 
foreign students cannot remain in the United States after graduation. For example, in the 
filing period for FY2015, U.S. Citizenship and Immigration Services (USCIS) received about 
172,500 H-1B petitions in the first week.80 USCIS used a computer-generated random 
selection process, or “lottery,” to select which petitions it would consider. This is the second 
year in a row that USCIS was forced to use the lottery process to select which petitions it 
would consider. During last year’s filing period for FY2014, USCIS received about 124,000 
petitions in the first week.81  

Increasing the number of visas issued to eligible immigrants would help U.S. companies 
meet their labor needs, which would grow the economy and drive innovation in STEM fields. 
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According to one estimate, by 2018, the United States will face a shortfall of more than 
200,000 STEM workers with advanced degrees.82 Allowing high-skilled immigrants to work 
in the United States would take a step toward investing in America’s readiness to compete 
in tomorrow’s economy, retaining talent that will help make critical investments in science 
and technology. On the other hand, if U.S. companies cannot fill their labor needs, the jobs 
of tomorrow—and the innovators who will create them—will be located in other countries. 

In addition to increasing the number of workers available, Congress should streamline the 
broken H-1B petition process. Each fiscal year begins in October, but as described above, 
high demand for visas forces companies to submit their petition by the first week of April to 
even have a chance at getting the workers they need. This requires companies to anticipate 
labor needs months in advance, with the added uncertainty that they may not even be able 
to hire the worker they selected. Further, the application process requires significant 
paperwork and hefty fees.83 This burden on all companies is especially difficult for small 
businesses and start-ups, which often lack the resources and expertise needed to navigate 
the process.84 Among numerous other problems, the lottery currently used to decide among 
petitions gives no weight to the skill of the employee or to the extent of the employer’s 
need.85 For example, a company that applies for four workers may only be allowed to bring 
in the one worker that it needs least. 

Policy Option 8: Offer green cards to doctoral-level international students and 
remove per-country quotas. 

As described above, employers seeking to hire international students as full-time workers 
often use the H-1B visa program, which provides only six years of authorized work instead 
of a more permanent green card.86 Further, the limited green cards available for work 
reasons (about 12–14 percent of the total allocated each year, more than half of which go 
to spouses and children)87 are subject to strict per-country quotas, which mandate that no 
country can take more than 7 percent of the total green cards each year.88 As of April 2014, 
these limits have caused some workers to wait more than ten years for a green card.89 The 
uncertainty about if, or how long, immigrants will be able to stay in the United States 
creates significant uncertainty for both employers and workers, hindering both groups from 
maximizing their potential. 

The United States can no longer afford to take for granted its advantage in attracting highly 
skilled immigrants. Today’s generation of bright young foreigners has far more opportunities 
at home, as well as in growing economies all over the world. In a 2011 Gallup poll, 77 
percent of foreigners who would like to immigrate somewhere named a country other than 
the United States as their first-choice destination.90 Creating a more straightforward path to 
permanent residence for doctoral-level international students would enable the United 
States to attract and retain more talented young immigrants from around the world. This 
would support research and growth in the economic sectors that will power the future, 
including sustainable energy and other STEM fields. 
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GOAL:  
EXERCISE GENERATIONALLY RESPONSIBLE TAXING AND BUDGETING 
TO PROMOTE LONG-TERM ECONOMIC GROWTH AND ADDRESS LONG 
TERM-DEBT 

What are the facts? 

Taxing and budgeting are long overdue for reform—both procedural and substantive. If the 
United States is going to get its fiscal house in order for future generations it must start 
with making budgetary processes more functional and addressing the tax code to lower 
rates, close loopholes, and raise revenue. A simpler, fairer, and revenue-positive tax code 
will help set our generation on a better footing.  

A significant source of the tax code’s complexity is tax 
expenditures, which means spending through the tax 
code or foregone revenues due to certain tax 
incentives. Besides making the tax code harder to 
understand, these tax expenditures are a significant 
revenue drain. The Joint Committee on Taxation 
estimated that, for FY2013, if Congress eliminated all 
tax expenditures, it could cut individual income tax 
rates by about 44 percent and stay revenue-neutral.91 
In absolute terms, tax expenditures add up to $1.3 trillion per year—a lot of money that 
could otherwise be going to pay for federal programs or to reduce the debt.  

Additionally, the federal tax code is impossibly complicated, reading almost four million 
words long.92 Many Americans struggle to understand their personal tax obligations, 
meaning that most citizens are forced to pay for a tax service or specialist. American 
taxpayers and businesses spend 7.6 billion hours each year figuring out how to comply with 
the federal tax code.93 This is massively expensive; in 2009, the estimated cost of all 
personal and corporate tax compliance was $193 billion.94 The complexity of the tax code 
makes personal financial planning more difficult.  

Why did we choose this goal? 

Though recent compromises offer hope for future budgeting deals, it is highly irresponsible 
for the U.S. government to live Continuing Resolution to Continuing Resolution, as it has 
been for the majority of recent years. We believe that solutions-first policymaking starts 
with a commitment to actually deciding on a set of spending priorities (a budget), which 
Congress has unfortunately had a hard time doing. 

Additionally, outsized debt is a threat to the basic functioning of government. When debt is 
too high, interest payments crowd out other more desirable uses of federal dollars. The 
United States has a potential debt crisis looming in its future. Eventually, if debt is growing 
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too fast relative to the economy, lenders will begin to question America’s credit worthiness. 
This results in a vicious cycle of yet higher borrowing costs. This in turn leads to even higher 
interest-rate payments. Essentially, as debt rises, taxpayers see less of each tax dollar 
returned to them in the form of effective government.  

As the Federal Reserve tightens monetary policy, interest rates will rise and U.S. borrowing 
will become more costly. As the baby boomers retire, Social Security and Medicare will 
compound the problem. Social Security is funded mainly by payroll taxes from current 
workers; so as fewer people pay into the program relative to those collecting benefits, 
higher deficits will result. The combination of more beneficiaries and health care inflation 
will drive up the cost of Medicare as well. All of these problems point to a future of high debt 
and high interest payments. This future makes the United States much less flexible to 
respond to a threat at home or abroad, whether military, financial, or natural. The earlier 
the government addresses the growth of U.S. federal debt, the more flexibility the nation 
will have to craft effective and equitable policy.  

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Implement two-year budgeting and appropriations processes.  

Congress recently passed the Bipartisan Budget Act of 2013 (BBA), a bipartisan two-year 
budget deal for FY2014 and FY2015. This budget increased existing caps and added new 
spending paid for through cuts to certain mandatory programs and increases in federal user 
fees. We recommend Congress not only replicate the BBA with mandatory two-year 
budgets, but also include two-year appropriations bills. This will decrease the necessity for 
tactics like sequestration, which are counter-productive to the economic prosperity of the 
nation. Members of Congress seemed to all agree that the sequester was not only bad 
public policy, but potentially bad for the economy. We believe that two-year budgets and 
appropriations make across-the-board extreme cuts like the sequester less likely.  

Passing a two-year budget along with two-
year appropriations bills helps stabilize the 
economy at a time when partisanship in 
Congress threatens America’s economic 
engine. Passing a two-year budget is a policy 
that has bipartisan support, as it was recently 
passed for FY2014 and FY2015.95 At the very 
least, this will ensure that we as a country face these failures of Congress half as often as 
we would under a single-year budgeting process. Further, a two-year budget will provide 
Congress with a full year to conduct oversight and focus on issues other than the budget, 
like immigration reform, infrastructure financing, and education.    
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Policy Option 2: Adjust the tax code through comprehensive reform, such as 
lowering individual and corporate rates, reforming the system of tax expenditures 
through either the elimination of certain corporate and individual tax expenditures 
or capping the amount received in expenditures and equating the capital gains tax 
with ordinary incomes. 

We believe that Congress should create a tax system that meets the following goals: lower 
the individual and corporate tax rates for all tax payers, and reduce tax expenditures. We 
also believe that these changes can be made to the tax code while reducing the national 
debt.  

Tax reform should also reflect three key themes: 

 Simplicity  

 Fairness 

 Revenue positivity 

Though we are not tax experts, we have indicated several reforms that would significantly 
improve the current tax system based on these themes. This section is particularly 
indicative of our menu-based approach. 

We suggest that Congress reduce rates for individuals of all tax brackets while 
simultaneously reforming the tax-expenditure regime. By definition, tax expenditures are 
tax exemptions, exclusions, deductions, and credits claimed by individuals and corporations 
that exist to “promote social goals without incurring direct expenditures.”96 The most 
commonly used individual tax expenditures include exclusion of pension contributions, 
employer-sponsored health care, capital gains at death, untaxed Social Security, railroad 
retirement benefits deductions for mortgage interest, state and local taxes, charitable 
contributions, reduced tax rates on dividends and long-term capital gains, earned income 
tax credit, and the child tax credit.  

According to the Congressional Budget Office, tax expenditures—if not limited in size—may 
encourage overconsumption of goods that receive preferential treatment or subsidize 
activity that would have taken place without the tax incentives.97 Tax expenditures reduce 
revenue by more than $1 trillion every year.98 When done in tandem with a reduction of 
rates, tax expenditure reform would raise revenue while not bankrupting citizens and 
ultimately reduce government interference in certain markets.  

We also suggest that Congress tax capital gains at the same rates as ordinary income. 
Capital gains, or profits from the sale of properties or investments, are taxed at a maximum 
at a 23.8 percent rate.99 Profits are considered to be capital gains when the sale price of the 
property or investment is higher than the original price at which it was purchased. 
Historically, capital gains have been taxed at a rate far lower than that of ordinary earned 
income. The individual tax rate for high earners increased from 38.8 percent to 43.4 percent 
of income in 2013.100 According to the Committee For a Responsible Federal Budget, “This 
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preferential rate is considered to be a tax expenditure, and is one of the most expensive in 
the tax code, with the highest earners paying about half the taxes on capital income as 
earned income.”101 As the number of capital gains tax claimers increases, it becomes more 
crucial to raise the capital gains tax rate to reduce this loss of revenue. Taxing capital gains 
at the rate for individual high earners would effectively treat capital gains as ordinary 
income and increase the revenue collected from the capital gains tax 

Finally, we suggest that Congress significantly reduce the number of corporate tax 
expenditures, while also lowering the corporate tax rate to promote a competitive business 
climate and raise revenue. Currently, the top U.S. corporate tax rate is 35 percent. 
Decreasing the corporate tax rate would create an incentive for people to start and stabilize 
corporations, which would directly lead to more investment on U.S. soil. This reform would 
provide jobs through a more business-friendly corporate environment. Furthermore, 
eliminating corporate tax expenditures would provide a substantial increase in tax revenue. 
According to the Government Accountability Office, “In 2011, the Department of the 
Treasury estimated 80 tax expenditures resulted in the government forgoing corporate tax 
revenue totaling more than $181 billion.”102 The most commonly used corporate tax 
expenditures include accelerated depreciation and deferral of foreign-earned income.  

Policy Option 3: Improve existing IRS free software that helps people file their 
income taxes. 

Most taxpayers today do not utilize free IRS tax software because of ineligibility, 
unavailability, or they are unaware that it exists. Taxpayers subsequently either try to file 
themselves, pay for third-party preparation, or fail to file altogether. Congress directed the 
IRS to implement a “return-free” system in 1998, but nothing significant has developed so 
far, resulting in tens of millions being spent by the IRS to fix incorrectly filed tax returns.103 
The return- free system adjusts the tax code to offer larger numbers of people the same 
marginal tax rate, preventing many of the errors caused by incorrect filling.104 

Improving existing IRS free software would encourage tax payers to use taxpayer 
assistance centers and other means of tax assistance readily available for the public to use, 
placing heavy emphasis on free tax preparation software used for electronic filing in order to 
fully comply with the return-free tax system mandated by Congress in 1988. Compliance 
with the return-free mandate and establishing universal tax e-filing by the IRS will save 
millions of dollars in wasted tax dollars and fees that taxpayers would pay to third-party 
preparers.105 Free tax software will make it easier for younger and lower-income taxpayers, 
who may lack the knowledge to prepare their taxes by themselves, to file taxes on time and 
with fewer errors, while reducing the possibility of sensitive information being lost or 
misused by third-party preparers.106  
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Millennial Mobility 
What is our vision for Millennial Mobility?  
We imagine an America where every child, every student, every 
young person is equipped with the tools and preparation needed to 
succeed in today’s world. These policies are a blueprint for this 
America—a future where the next generations enjoy economic 
prosperity and have every opportunity to achieve their American 
dreams. 

When youth unemployment has risen by more than 50 percent in recent years, when 
college costs are far outpacing families’ abilities to pay, and when the United States 
incarcerates the most people per capita in the entire world, we know that something must 
be done. America can no longer afford to stand idle while its foundations crumble. 

Consequently, the Millennial Mobility pillar 
addresses the need to open up more 
opportunities for achievement for all 
Americans through concrete policy solutions. 
Post-secondary education is frequently the 
pathway to success; by ensuring that more young Americans have access to affordable 
post-secondary education, we will pave the way for more students to achieve their dreams. 
An expanded school-to-job pipeline will ensure that everyone graduates high school either 
career or college ready, ensuring that those with a college degree can find employment, 
while those who choose a different educational route have the skills, tools, and 
opportunities they need to support themselves. With reform of our outdated and abhorrent 
incarceration policies, we will ease the societal and financial strain on our criminal justice 
system and refocus our resources on programs that reduce recidivism. Promoting and 
expanding early childhood education will guarantee that each American child receives the 
proven educational, health, and behavioral benefits that accompany early education. 

What is the status quo and how did we get here?  
It is becoming harder and harder to climb the ladder of American opportunity. 
Socioeconomic mobility is difficult to achieve in the United States: more than half of children 
born in the top quintile of income distribution get a college degree, while a mere 7 percent 
from the bottom quintile graduate from college.107 These statistics are especially 
discouraging given the importance of higher education to economic mobility: only 5 percent 
of children born into the bottom quintile who do not graduate from college end up in the top 
quintile. On the other hand, 30 percent of bottom-quintile children who graduate from 
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college rise to the top quintile.108 Opportunity is unfortunately elusive for those who can’t 
afford post-secondary education. 

It is getting harder for students to gain access to post-secondary education: between 1982 
and 2007, college tuition costs increased 439 percent while the median family income only 
rose 147 percent.109 Worse still, total student loan debt has accrued to an estimated $1.2 
trillion—triple the $363 trillion in outstanding student loan debt held by Americans a decade 
ago,110 and it is rising at an average of 6 percent per year.111 The average Millennial owes 
nearly $30,000 in student loan debt. Even with the help of student loans and financial aid, 
students and their families are feeling the pinch. Forty-seven states spend less on higher 
education today than they did in 2008.112 While states are spending less on education, 
many states are increasing their incarceration budgets—many to the point of spending more 
on prisons than colleges.113 In fact, over the last 30 years, incarceration rates have 
increased by more than 500 percent, while the American population has increased by only 
36 percent.114 Indeed, the United States has the highest incarceration rate in the world: 716 
citizens out of every 100,000 were behind bars in 2011.115 And incarceration provisions, like 
the mandatory minimum-sentencing guidelines, have been shown to disproportionately 
affect Millennials and minority groups.116 

Meanwhile, the unemployment rate 
for those under 30 remains 
significantly higher than the national 
average.117 Finally, it is critical that Millennials advocate for the next generation of 
Americans by making the most sensible investment in America’s future: early childhood 
education and school readiness. For every dollar invested in early childhood education, we 
can expect to see a seven-dollar return.118 This return can be seen in better school 
performance, improved health outcomes, lower incarceration rates, and better future 
employment rates for students who enroll in pre-k programs.  

What do we propose?  
Investing in Millennial Mobility. The United States must make additional investments in 
education, workforce development, and the infrastructure of the future, so that all young 
Americans have the opportunity to succeed in the 21st century.  

• Goal: Increase access to affordable post-secondary education to give every 
student the opportunity to pursue his or her dream. 

• Goal: Expand the school-to-job pipeline. 

• Goal: Reduce incarceration rates and promote reintegration. 

• Goal: Achieve universal access to early high-quality childhood education. 
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GOAL:  
INCREASE ACCESS TO AFFORDABLE POST-SECONDARY EDUCATION 
TO GIVE EVERY STUDENT THE OPPORTUNITY TO PURSUE HIS OR HER 
DREAM 

What are the facts? 

A college degree has long been viewed as the ticket to prosperity. This is still largely true, 
even when accounting for higher-than-average unemployment among young Americans. As 
of April 2014, the unemployment rate for all bachelor’s degree holders over the age of 25 
was 3.3 percent, well below the national unemployment rate.119 But skyrocketing expenses 
and falling completion rates are making a degree harder than ever to get.  

As rising costs threaten access to post-secondary education, students are burdened with 
more and more student debt. As of late 2013, the average student loan debt was nearly 
$30,000, though many students have debt upward of $100,000.120 In fact, the total amount 
of outstanding student loan debt has tripled in the last ten years to more than $1.2 
trillion.121 Student loans are the only debt that is not dischargeable, meaning that there is 
no bankruptcy relief for debtors.122 To make matters worse, 41.2 percent of the cohort who 
entered college in 2005 failed to attain a degree within six years, which means that some 
students are taking out expensive loans and never even finishing their degrees.123 124 125  

Why did we choose this goal? 

To increase the affordability of higher education, we must ease the burden of student debt. 
There are two sides to this coin: the initial terms and rates of loans as well as the 
repayment plans that follow. By addressing both, we aim to ensure that students are not 
only connected to the right loans in the first place, but are also able to repay their debt in a 
timely fashion without being swamped by interest payments. 

Tackling student loans alone cannot solve the affordability problem. Even without interest 
payments, our colleges and universities are too expensive. High tuition poses many 
students with the unenviable choice of foregoing higher education or undertaking massive 
debt. We need to explore every option for lowering costs, such as potentially including 
pegging federal research dollars to slowing tuition growth. 

It is college completion, not college attendance, that truly leads to employment. The 
unemployment rate for those with some college but no degree (7.7 percent) is hardly better 
than for those with only a high school diploma (8.3 percent).126 We need to encourage 
degree completion and create support systems for students at risk of dropping out. In 2005, 
41.2 percent of freshmen failed to get a degree within six years—an unacceptable 
statistic.127 We can and must do better.  

Finally, we should recognize that higher education is not the best fit for everyone. We 
should promote options for those who might be better served by an alternative. Increasing 
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the availability of trade and vocational programs, as well as community colleges, will help 
solve this problem. All students—regardless of the type of post-secondary education they 
are pursuing—deserve a chance to succeed. 

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Study the drivers of the rising costs of post-secondary education 
and urge Congress to curb this unsustainable growth through measures including 
federal penalties for schools that do not bend the cost curve. 

College costs are rising astronomically, and access to post-secondary education is becoming 
less attainable for those who do not have the means to pay exorbitant prices. Over the first 
decade of the 21st century, college tuition costs continued to rise even as median income 
fell more than $13,000 a year. As of 2010, the average tuition bill ate up nearly 38 percent 
of median income, as opposed to just 23 percent at the start of the decade.128 In FY2013, 
the federal government was projected to spend an estimated $170.3 billion129 on student 
financial aid, a 20 percent increase from FY2012, when $141.9 billion was allocated to aid 
students facing the rising costs of college.130  

Meanwhile, states have actually reduced spending on public universities over the years, 
placing a greater burden on students to pay tuition and fees. Between 2008 and 2013, total 
state spending on post-secondary education dropped by an estimated $9 billion.131  

This proposal will begin the necessary process of determining why too many American 
students graduate unsatisfied with their education and provide the information needed to 
allow students to seek alternative routes to post-secondary education. As the American 
Enterprise Institute’s Andrew Kelly notes, weathering the rising costs of a traditional four-
year college degree may not be a good decision for many American students if returns are 
dwindling. According to the U.S. Census, between 2002 and 2012, mean earnings for 
American men ages 25 to 34 with a bachelor’s degree dropped by more than $4,000 after 
adjusting for inflation, representing a decline of about 7 percent.132 

Economically disadvantaged students in particular need better information about the costs 
and benefits of attending college and whether accuring tens of thousands of dollars in debt 
is worth it. Researchers have demonstrated how “nudges and information can raise 
student aspirations, encourage families to apply for financial aid, and guide students toward 
colleges where they are likely to graduate.”133 Today, the role of information is critical in 
ensuring that American students have the necessary tools to make intelligent consumer 
choices. More extensive information should be available to evaluate the drivers in rising 
costs in higher education and to aid students in college choice and financial aid options.  

As families and Congress look to invest in higher education, both need similar information: 
greater transparency on college costs and their outcomes. We propose that Congress work 
on behalf of American students to support studies that evaluate why tuition costs have risen 
so dramatically since the 1980s, how increased funding is being allocated, what students 
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are receiving from their increasingly costly degrees, and how the nation can invest in 
alternatives that provide opportunities for more Millennials to join the workforce. 

U.S. institutions should be rewarded for bending the cost curve—and punished for failing to 
do so.  

Policy Option 2: Further Decrease and Cap Student Loan Rates. 

The interest rates for federal student loans vary from 3.4 percent to 9.5 percent depending 
on loan type and loan disbursement dates. Student loan debt totals approximately $1.2 
trillion dollars, rising at an average of 6 percent per year.134 And the average American 
owes nearly $30,000 in student loan debt.135 As student loan debt continues to rise, it is 
crucial that further steps are taken to decrease the economic burden student’s face as they 
enter the workforce. Continuing to decrease and cap student loan rates would increase 
students’ ability to pay and avoid loan default. Defaulting on student loans occurs when a 
student is more than 270 days past due on a federal loan payment.136 The negative 
consequences of defaulting are numerous, ranging from paycheck garnishment to drastically 
negative impacts on borrowers' credit scores.137 These consequences are long-term and 
often exist until the debt is paid in full. Decreasing the student loan interest rate would ease 
the financial burden of borrowers and allow many more to avoid the long-term negative 
consequences of loan default.  

The 2013 Bipartisan Student Loan Certainty Act altered student loan interest rates on loans 
disbursed after July 1, 2013, to 2.05 percent, plus the rate on high-yield ten-year Treasury 
notes for undergraduate students capped at 8.25 percent and 3.6 percent, plus the rate on 
high-yield ten-year Treasury notes for graduate students capped at 9.5 percent.138 The new 
law shifts from a fixed-rate system to one in which the rate will vary depending upon the 
market rate for Treasury notes on the date of its origination.  

Policy Option 3: Expand existing federal loan relief programs to include student 
loan refinancing. 

The average college student owes approximately $29,400 in student loan debt as the 
national student loan debt has grown to $1.2 trillion.139 Refinancing student loans would 
permit students to lower their interest rates and monthly payments by allowing a new 
lender to pay back their loan and offer them a new loan.140 Student loan refinancing has 
gained growing popularity in the private industry, as private firms are refinancing both 
private and federal loans. When private firms refinance federal loans, effectively becoming 
private loans, many of the benefits of federal loans are lost. Upon refinancing federal loans 
to private loans, students are no longer able to benefit from loan-forgiveness programs or 
income-based repayment.141 

Expanding existing federal loan relief programs to include student loan refinancing would 
allow students to ease the burden of student debt and retain the benefits of federal loan 
relief programs.  
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Policy Option 4: Encourage federal and state governments to create innovative  
pilot programs to increase access and decrease the burden of college costs. 

Lawmakers in states such as Tennessee and Oregon have proposed bold initiatives to make 
higher education more affordable.142 When enacted, the “Tennessee Promise” program will 
allocate funds from the state’s lottery revenues to fully subsidize the cost of attending any 
of the two-year in-state colleges for Tennessee high school graduates. The rate of return for 
each additional year of school is estimated at approximately 5-12%. Many experts believe 
that the “Tennessee Promise” will attract new businesses and create more high-paying jobs 
for the state. 

Oregon is also paving the way in higher education reform. The state has crafted a plan to 
explore the advantages of an income based payment — rather than repayment — program 
through its “Pay it Forward” initiative. Under the proposal, students would have the option 
to attend a state college tuition-free and simply pay the state a small percentage of their 
income for a specific amount of time after graduation. The federal government, state 
governments, foundations, and the private sector should use the policy levers at their 
disposal to encourage more states to pilot educational innovation initiatives that increase 
access and decrease costs. 

Policy Option 5: Include an option to receive income-based information about 
financial aid eligibility on tax forms 1040 and 1040EZ as an educational campaign 
on financing post-secondary education. 

The 1040 tax form is the most common tax form used by individuals with dependents who 
wish to file as “head of household.”143 The 1040EZ tax form is the most common tax form 
used by individuals without dependents who wish to file as single or married and filing 
jointly.144 Including financial aid information on the tax form 1040 and 1040EZ would act as 
an educational tool for parents, individuals, or families to understand what their predicted 
financial contribution to post-secondary education would be. Equipping those who file for 
financial aid using these forms with this information would help build awareness on costs of 
education and allow for further financial planning for post-secondary education. Students 
would still be required to complete all necessary financial aid documents, such as the 
FAFSA.  

Policy Option 6: Increase the amount and size of Pell Grants. 

The current maximum Pell Grant that can be awarded to a student is $5,730 for the 2014–
2015 academic year.145 The amount awarded to students is based on the student’s financial 
need, cost of attendance, full-time or part-time status, and plans to attend for the full 
academic year.146 As of July 1, 2012, a student may only receive Pell Grants for a maximum 
of 12 semesters, or six years.147 The total FY2013 budget for Pell Grants required $21 billion 
and the Congressional Budget Office estimates that roughly $30.1 billion will be needed for 
FY2014 and FY2015.148 The budget for Pell Grants should be increased to make a 
meaningful impact on the debt incurred by millions of students every year. The average 
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student now holds about $29,400 in student debt, a figure that far exceeds the maximum 
Pell Grant amount of $5,730 a year, an award amount that most students do not even 
receive.149 With more than $1.2 trillion in outstanding loan debt, this is an ever-increasing 
burden on our future leaders that needs to be addressed and reversed.150  

By increasing the Pell Grant budget through expansion of the maximum award amount and 
eligibility, more students can afford to attend college, increasing their ability to succeed in 
the competitive job market.  

Policy Option 7: State governments should invest in statewide scholarship 
programs similar to the Georgia HOPE scholarship program to increase access to 
and the favorability of college. 

As the cost of attending college continues to rise, it is crucial that states create scholarship 
programs for its residents to alleviate the short and long term consequences associated with 
high costs of college. In 1993, the State of Georgia created the HOPE scholarship. The HOPE 
scholarship is a merit-based scholarship program that rewards Georgia students with a 
certain amount of funding each semester for college, certificate, or technical education.151 
This program is funded entirely by state lottery revenue and provides scholarships to over 
230,000 students each year.152 States like West Virginia, New Mexico, Tennessee, Oregon, 
Louisiana, South Carolina and Kentucky have also begun to implement their own versions of 
the Georgia HOPE scholarship to assist students in attending and affording higher education 
programs.153 

State governments should invest in statewide scholarship programs in order to increase the 
number of qualified students attending college, certificate, or career training programs. 

Policy Option 8: State legislatures should develop and implement legislation that 
creates mechanisms to ensure that state revenues appropriated to scholarship 
funding is appropriately handled and distributed.   

The promise of using revenues from state lottery to fund scholarship programs is popular in 
many states. Many states have provisions that determine the allocation of lottery revenues. 
However, in a growing number of states, these provisions are not enough to ensure that the 
revenues are being distributed according to the original intent.  For example, in New York 
only 30 cents of every dollar of lottery revenue goes to schools, aligning with a national 
trend of states lowering the share of lottery revenues that fund items like college 
scholarship programs.154 

As the amount of revenue distributed to college scholarship funding decreases, it is 
important that state legislatures develop and implement legislation that would cement the 
funding levels of scholarship programs to avoid the negative impacts that occur when fewer 
scholarships are given to students as the cost of college continues to rise.  
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GOAL:  
EXPAND THE SCHOOL-TO-JOB PIPELINE 

 
What are the facts? 

The fundamentals of our economy are changing rapidly. An increasingly globalized and 
technology-driven economy is changing the way employers do business, and it is 
significantly impacting the skills that prospective employees must possess to be employable. 
To experience sustained economic growth, and to continue the process of emerging from 
the depths of the Great Recession, we need a workforce that is well-trained in the skills of 
the 21st-century economy.  

America’s federal workforce development system established a variety of programs—notably 
the Workforce Investment Act (WIA) of 1998—that are currently overseen by more than 
600 Workforce Investment Boards.155 In 2007, the United States still ranked 27th out of 34 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) countries in workforce 
development spending despite America’s focus on federal workforce development 
programs.156 The recent sequester could also lead to total cuts of $460 million from 
employment training programs. This would result in up to 13,000 youth losing access to 
WIA youth employment services.157 

Funding is not the only problem facing workforce development programs: there is much 
debate over the manner in which workforce development programs should be administered. 
In 2009, the federal government controlled 47 federal workforce development agencies, 
many of which overlapped.158 State Workforce Investment Boards are responsible for 
implementing the WIA programs. According to the U.S. Government Accountability Office, 
there is little information regarding the cost-benefit analysis of consolidating or maintaining 
a large number of federal programs.159 Additionally, the research on whether these 
programs are effective is inconclusive. 

Why did we choose this goal? 

Workforce development programs cannot be improved solely by using a top-down approach. 
Rather, these programs must be the result of collaborative efforts by the federal 
government, state governments, local governments, and the private sector. Because the 
WIA system does not effectively communicate within itself or allocate resources in the most 
efficient manner, workforce development programs and vocational schools should continue 
to be administered at the state and local levels with ongoing federal financial support. 
Programs are often put in silos and isolated from one another, preventing coordination. If 
state and local entities are responsible for the administration of the programs, it becomes 
easier to facilitate a cooperative, interconnected system by lifting federal restrictions on how 
money can be spent. 
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Federal, state, and local governments must actively engage the business community to 
discern what skills they demand in an effective employee, and these stakeholders must then 
join in a shared effort to design programs aimed at equipping Americans with these skills. 
This can be accomplished through the development of public-private partnerships and the 
formation of vocational-training initiatives that address structural unemployment. If 
business plays a stronger role in identifying necessary skills and fields as well as in 
providing leadership, government can play a larger role in tying programs to results and 
holding programs responsible. 

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Expand vocational 
programs in high school to allow 
students to take workforce 
development courses as electives. 

Discussions on vocational education have 
gained traction in recent years as student 
debt rates continue to rise and young 

Americans realize viable opportunities in the job market do not necessarily require 
bachelor’s degrees. These discussions have often centered on the expansion of opportunities 
for students to pursue occupations in a diverse number of fields to meet the demand for 
workers. Occupations like brick masonry, construction, electrician, woodworker, and 
plumbing are projected to be among the ten fastest-growing occupations by 2022, though 
none require a bachelor’s degree.160 

The goal of high school educational programs 
should be to graduate students who are both 
college and career ready. Federal and state 
governments should make necessary changes 
to ensure that the federal workforce system is 
promoting all options for today’s young 
people and not trying to force everyone into 
the college mold. However, this has been 
made increasingly difficult due to cuts to 
federal vocational education funding.  

Federal funding for vocational training has 
dropped from $12 million in 2002 to just over 
$7 million in 2011.161 These cuts have 
resulted in states reducing funding for 
vocational education. Expanding high school vocational programs and providing the 
adequate funding to do so will allow more students to gain necessary job skills to enter the 
job market. Providing students the necessary skills to succeed is a critical component of 
expanding opportunities for Millennials, ensuring that more young Americans are able to 
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move up the economic ladder by filling growing labor demands amidst the backdrop of a 
recent economic recession. 

In recent years, there has been a substantial push for more vocational classes to count 
toward high school graduation requirements, as well as more project-intensive learning in 
the classroom. The push has been seen in state legislatures across the country and from 
states of all political leanings, from California to Texas.162 Many employers are talking to 
high school students about the benefits of trade schools, and trade schools are now working 
with employers to create job- and skill-specific programs. However, tight school budgets 
and overcrowded schools make providing such classes and individual counseling difficult.  

More counselors may have to be hired, and more teachers may be required to teach 
technical classes. Allocating more money for career and technical education programs at all 
levels of government would help ease financial burdens and allow high schools to create 
alternative classes for students. U.S. federal workforce and education programs should 
encourage more of these types of programs and interactions.  

Policy Option 2: Streamline overlapping federal workforce development programs. 

A 2011 Government Accountability Office report found that 44 of the 47 federal job-training 
programs overlap in some manner, and only five of these programs had been evaluated for 
effectiveness.163 The inefficiencies in the workforce development system lead to increased 
costs for taxpayers, missed opportunities in the workforce, and employers’ inability to hire 
workers with necessary skills.164 Streamlining overlapping workforce development programs 
would consolidate redundancies, increase accountability, save costs, and foster a “dynamic, 
outcome-driven workforce development system that more effectively serves job seekers and 
employers.”165 Overhauling the job-training system is fundamental to creating a more 
competitive job market by preparing American workers to both successfully enter and retain 
their place in the workforce. 

Policy Option 3: Colleges, universities, and the federal government should work 
together to reduce the financial burden of unpaid internships and ultimately seek 
to eliminate unpaid internships altogether. 

According to the National Association of Colleges and Employers, 47.8 percent of internships 
taken by the graduating class of 2013 were unpaid.166 As Millennials struggle to achieve 
economic stability, the prevalence of unpaid internships often negates economic progress by 
eliminating opportunities for some Millennials to get ahead and to obtain a fair living wage. 
Often, qualified applicants will self-select and not apply for unpaid intern positions because 
they know they will be unable to afford it—even if the position suits them. 

Therefore, it is crucial that students have access to internships that are paid or funded 
through other sources. In the short term, colleges and universities should partner with 
donors and companies to increase funding for students to eliminate unpaid internships that 
have negative financial consequences. In the long run, however, the government should 
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seek to eliminate unpaid internships, especially for for-profit companies, by enforcing the 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA). 

Colleges and universities should disallow internship recruitment from companies whose 
internships violate FSLA. New York University, Columbia University, and many others have 
begun to tighten their policies on unpaid internships by only advertising internships that 
follow the FSLA unpaid-intern guidelines. 167  

GOAL:  
REDUCE INCARCERATION RATES AND PROMOTE REINTEGRATION 

What are the facts? 

Incarceration impedes economic mobility in the United States. Over the last 30 years, 
incarceration rates have increased by more than 500 percent, while the American 
population has only increased by 36 percent.168 Indeed, the United States has the highest 
incarceration rate in the world: 716 citizens out of every 100,000 were behind bars in 
2011.169 The United States holds only 5 percent of the world’s total population, yet holds 25 
percent of the world’s prisoners.170  

The statistics also reflect a disproportionate effect on minorities: one in every ten black 
males in his thirties is in jail on any given day.171 In 2012, more than 60 percent of the 
incarcerated population was convicted of a nonviolent offence.172 In fact, nonviolent drug 
offenders are roughly one-fourth of the incarcerated population, a number that has grown 
from less than 10 percent in 1980.173 

U.S. recidivism rates are similarly high, as roughly 43 
percent of those who have recently been released 
return to jail within the next three years.174 Though the 
United States already has several ways of addressing 
recidivism, including a $90 million federal expenditure 
to support the reintegration of ex-offenders175 and 
several programs designed to rehabilitate and reintegrate ex-offenders, recidivism rates 
have stayed nearly constant for more than a decade.176 Even in a healthy economy, ex-
offenders experience economic marginalization. Individuals with prison records experience a 
10 percent diminution in earnings, solely based on their status as a former offender.177 

Why did we choose this goal? 

Increased incarceration and recidivism rates create two burdens on society. First, there is a 
human cost of incarcerating such a large—and disproportionately underprivileged—portion 
of the population. Men and women who otherwise could have a positive impact on society 
have been disproportionately sent to prison, where they have no gateways to American 
opportunity.  
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Secondly, there are financial burdens on society. Some states have actually spent more 
money on incarceration than they do on education—California spent $1 billion more in 
2012.178 Pew Charitable Trusts calculates that a 10 percent drop in recidivism rates would 
save states $635 million in prison costs for the first year alone.179 Indeed, reforms to this 
effect have received support from both sides of the aisle: 19 Republican and nine 
Democratic governors or state legislatures have reformed their criminal justice system to 
de-emphasize jail time for nonviolent offenders and emphasize rehabilitation and 
reintegration.180 Reforming sentencing guidelines and expanding rehabilitation and 
reintegration programs will help ease the pain of incarceration’s human and financial costs. 

The United States must be proactive in the way it handles criminality. Providing those who 
are released from the prison system with the necessary tools to reintegrate into society 
plays a vital role in alleviating the taxpayer burden associated with the high recidivism rates 
currently plaguing the U.S. criminal justice system—but it will only provide the alleviation 
that is needed in a vacuum. Using reintegration as a means of reducing recidivism is a 
wholly retroactive solution if it is not coupled with rehabilitation. For example, it is 
estimated that individuals with prison records will experience a 10 percent depression in 
earnings.181 Furthermore, a felony conviction, of any kind, denies an individual the right to 
seek employment in many vocations. This system of economic marginalization assists in the 
cyclical criminal justice system that has created vastly inflated recidivism rates.  

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Reform sentencing practices, such as repealing mandatory 
minimums for certain nonviolent crimes—like non-trafficking drug offenses.  

Current sentencing restrictions, or mandatory minimums, are inflexible and cannot be 
adjusted on a case-by-case basis. Mandatory minimums have often been connected to mass 
incarnation and prison overcrowding.182 Reforming sentencing practices would lead to a 
decrease in the number of people who are incarcerated for committing minor crimes. 
Approximately one-quarter of people in U.S prisons are incarcerated because of a drug 
offense.183 Currently, the prison system holds approximately 2.4 million inmates, about two-
thirds in prison and one-third in jail, with nonviolent offenders making up more than 60 
percent of the prison population.184 Reducing or reforming mandatory minimum sentencing 
policies would lower the incarceration rate and substantially reduce the costs and number of 
incarcerated persons. Getting rid of mandatory minimum sentencing policies increases the 
likelihood that individuals can be active participants in the workforce without facing the 
discrimination that felons and ex-convicts often see in the job market.  

Policy Option 2: Conduct a study of the prison population and explore incentivizing 
states to adopt federal standards on prison education, parental training, work-
study, and vocational training.  

Numerous studies have found a strong inverse relationship between education and 
recidivism rates. The most recent study by the Department of Justice on the educational 
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attainment of state and federal prison inmates, published in 2003 from data collected in 
1991 and 1997, found that 40 percent of state inmates had not completed high school or its 
equivalent, compared with 28 percent of federal inmates and 18 percent of the general 
American population.185 According to the federal Bureau of Prisons, “In most cases, inmates 
who do not have a high school diploma or [GED] must participate in [a] literacy program for 
a minimum of 240 hours or until they obtain the GED.”186 Meanwhile, as of the 2003 study, 
more than nine of ten state prisons provided inmates with educational programs, although 
participation is not mandatory in all cases.  

Prison-based parenting programs, which are offered at all federal prisons, have also been 
shown to reduce recidivism rates. However, only 11 percent of incarcerated fathers in a 
2008 study by the Department of Health and Human Services reported participating in a 
parenting class.187 These classes appear to be far less available at the state level, especially 
in male-only and co-ed prisons.188 Likewise, federal prisons offer work-study and vocational-
training programs, which can be critical to the reintegration of a former inmate. Finally, in 
August 2013, Attorney General Eric Holder introduced the “Smart on Crime” initiative, a 
series of criminal justice reforms that included directing all U.S. Attorneys to designate a 
prevention and reentry coordinator to focus on additional supports to reduce recidivism.189 

Congress should authorize a new survey of the inmate population in federal and state 
prisons, comparing their educational attainment and recidivism rates. Based on the results 
of the survey, Congress should consider incentivizing states to implement any federal 
standards in the areas of education, parental training, work-study, and vocational education 
shown to reduce recidivism, or consider adopting any state standards in these areas that 
show better results.  

Policy Option 3: Restructure the format in which federal and state governments 
pay private contractors to run prison facilities, by paying a negotiated, monthly 
lump-sum fee, rather than paying a daily rate per nonviolent inmate. 

The recent trend in the privatization of prison services to private contractors has galvanized 
a series of incarceration policy debates. Today, private prisons are “the biggest business in 
the prison industry complex,”190 where federal, state, and local governments privatize 
correctional services through private contracts. These contracts stipulate that the 
government will pay the prison company a daily dollar amount, ranging from $30 to $80 or 
higher for each inmate, though the amounts are negotiable.191 Recent estimates indicate 
that about 18 private corporations are responsible for more than 10,000 prisoners in 27 
states. These corporations receive a guaranteed standard amount of money for each 
inmate, regardless of the actual costs to house them.192 Private companies like the 
Corrections Corporation of America (CCA)—the largest for-profit prison company in the 
United States—also contain “lockup quotas” in which states’ contracts with private 
companies often guarantee that prisons will be filled at 90 percent capacity or higher.193 

By changing contractual agreements between prison companies and governments, 
companies would have reduced incentives to fill quotas for inmates and keep inmates past 
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their sentencing dates. Restructuring the format in which states and the federal government 
pay private contractors should lead to lower incarceration rates and more transparent 
practices that should save costs in the end.194 Reforming the contracts between private 
prison companies and governments could keep more Millennials out of prisons, reducing 
overall incarceration rates and promoting reintegration for many young Americans.  

Policy Option 4: Develop and expand programs that focus on rehabilitating those 
with mental health disorders—especially centers that provide outpatient services 
that are linked with hospitals and expand partnerships between state and federal 
corrections agencies with the goal of improving care and treatment for mentally ill 
prisoners. 

A 2005 study by the Department of Justice found that more than half of prison inmates 
nationwide, or approximately 1.25 million inmates at the time, suffered from mental health 
problems.195 According to the National Institute of Mental Health, just 26.2 percent of 
American adults suffer from a “diagnosable mental illness” each year, suggesting that 
mental health issues are significantly more prevalent among the prison population.196 A 
2007 study published in the Journal of the American Academy of Psychology and the Law 
recommended treatment programs, diversionary measures, and strong community reentry 
programs as key to preventing high rates of recidivism and death after mentally ill prisoners 
are released.197  

Federal and state criminal justice systems have already partnered on research into 
improving treatment and care for mentally ill prisoners, but greater partnership and 
cooperation is needed to ensure that those with mental health issues receive a reasonable 
standard of care whether in the state or federal prison system, to include treatment during 
incarceration and dedicated reentry programs upon release.  

GOAL:  
ACHIEVE UNIVERSAL ACCESS TO HIGH-QUALITY EARLY CHILDHOOD 
EDUCATION 

 
What are the facts?  

Today, more than half of America’s low-income five-year-olds do not have the math, 
reading, or behavioral skills needed to succeed in their kindergarten classrooms.198 Recent 
studies show that many low-income children are arriving in kindergarten classrooms 
significantly behind their more affluent peers in many basic skills necessary to succeed in an 
educational environment; this gap only widens in subsequent years.199 Some scholars have 
noted that these “ability gaps” surface early and serve as predictors of socioeconomic 
success later in life.200 
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Early interventions in education have been found to promote further schooling, reduce 
crime, foster workforce productivity, advance health into adulthood, reduce teenage 
pregnancy, and improve child and social welfare.201 Promoting early childhood programs can 
furthermore save costs on rehabilitation programs, adult literacy programs, tuition 
subsidies, and public job training.202 Indeed, some research has even demonstrated that for 
every $1 invested in pre-k education today, society at large can expect a return of nearly $7 
by the time a student turns 18.203 Participants also demonstrate statistically significant 
increases in graduation rates, college attendance, and health outcomes.204 These outcomes 
go hand in hand with ensuring that every young American has the opportunity to succeed in 
the 21st century.  

Yet, according to a 2012 OECD study, the United States ranks 28 out of 38 developed 
nations for the percentage of four-year-olds enrolled in some form of preschool.205 Fewer 
than three in ten four-year-olds are enrolled in a high-quality preschool program.206  

Why did we choose this goal? 

Investing in early childhood education is fundamentally 
a Millennial issue. By promoting expansions to and 
investments in early education, the United States 
would promote greater social equity and economic 
security, as well as decreased dependence on the 
state.207 It is imperative that the United States works 
to build strong educational foundations for the next 
generation of Americans, ensuring that taxpayer 
dollars are spent with a goal of increasing human 
capital. Investing conscientiously in the future of young 
Americans should be a Millennial—and an American—
priority.  

By intervening early and ensuring that every young 
American has access to affordable high-quality, early 
childhood education, this policy item would not only yield significant economic payoffs in the 
future, but will also lift millions of Americans out of poverty, driving socioeconomic justice 
for students that too often tragically fall through the cracks in the U.S. education system. 
The United States must address the achievement gap in its most primitive stages and 
promote policies that provide young Americans an equal opportunity to succeed later in life. 
These ideas are central to Common Sense Action, and to America’s longstanding tradition in 
supporting economic mobility for all—young and old alike. 
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What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Increase access to early childhood education by coupling federal 
funding with matching state funds. 

Many states across the country are currently setting aside public funds for the creation of 
high-quality early childhood education programs, including Oklahoma, Louisiana, and 
Alabama.208 In fact, in 1998, Oklahoma passed a law that established a pre-k program for 
all young Oklahomans. The “Oklahoma Project” provides support for disadvantaged children 
ages three and under through yearlong nursery schools, where families have the option to 
receive home visits to work on increasing reading exposure to young children.209 Creating 
more robust federal and state partnerships in early childhood education initiatives will allow 
states the financial leeway to formulate and implement high-quality programs to prepare 
students across the country for successful academic careers. 

Furthermore, additional federal funding for early childhood education would allow states to 
expand proven programs. Rhode Island, for example, has one of three state pre-k programs 
that meets all ten quality benchmarks from the National Institute for Early Education 
Research, but the program is not large enough to meaningfully close achievement gaps. 
Rhode Island ranks 39th of 39 states that offer public pre-k, and only 1 percent of four-
year-olds are enrolled in state-sponsored pre-k, while only 10 percent are enrolled in Head 
Start Programs. 210  

Policy Option 2: Promote closer partnerships between private enterprise and early 
education, such as the Grow Up Great Initiative.  

Because of limited public dollars, private investment in the development of high-quality 
early childhood programs is critical to a national strategy for Kindergarten readiness and 
achieving 100 percent access to high quality early-childhood education. Private enterprise 
recognizes the critical importance of investing in our nation’s youth at an early age.  

Private programs like “Grow Up Great” sponsored by PNC Bank in Pittsburgh have seen 
success and should be incorporated into the national discussion on early childhood 
education. Private investment in early education will allow the United States to reach more 
children at a time when states and the federal government are tightening their purse 
strings, while still exposing the next generation of Americans to the foundations of 
education that will be necessary in equipping them for the 21st century. 

As a 2012 American Enterprise Institute report outlined, public-sector programs are often 
unable to meet parents’ employment-related childcare needs and lack the capacity to serve 
millions of families of children three years old and younger.211 Because of limited public 
dollars, private investment in the development of high-quality early childhood programs is 
critical to a national strategy for kindergarten readiness and achieving 100 percent access to 
high-quality early childhood education.  
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Repairing Politics 
What is our vision for Repairing Politics? 
Repairing Politics requires a different approach than advancing 
Generational Fairness or investing in Millennial Mobility. Repairing 
politics requires culture change. It requires a culture of participation 
and collaboration. By building on shared experience—a shared 
commitment to participation, collaboration, and service—we can 
begin to advance a pragmatic national policy vision outlined by the 

Generational Fairness and Millennial Mobility pillars of the Agenda for Generational Equity.  

Our objectives are simple: Millennials should help heal our political system by voting more, 
participating in public and community service, and working across party lines. In order to 
change the current political culture and climate, Common Sense Action must be a leader 
and take initial responsibility for repairing the fabric of U.S. politics by encouraging our 
friends and peers to serve, participate, and vote. 

Accordingly, the Repairing Politics pillar has a different approach than the other two pillars 
of AGE. The two principal goals of Repairing Politics—increased civic participation and an 
expectation of national service—are as much a demand of ourselves and our generation as a 
recommendation for policymakers. As CSA members, we must commit ourselves and our 
friends to civic engagement and national service in order to re-weave the fabric of our 
political culture. 

Fortunately, strengthening the United States through service and participation represents a 
distinctly American value: shared experiences create strong community and national bonds. 
Time and time again, our country has seen Americans band together: to defeat Hitler and 
the rise of fascism, to put a man on the moon, and to respond to the national tragedy of 
September 11, 2001. Through civilian, military, and faith-based service, Americans of all 
backgrounds have served together to cultivate a greater sense of purpose and belonging.  

CSA is here to help lead the charge. As we ask for more from our government and older 
generations, we commit to paying it forward by becoming more active and engaged citizens, 
improving our democracy, and serving our country.  

What is the status quo and how did we get here?  
America has long been a nation of individuals committed to a communitarian ideal. As John 
Winthrop outlined in the 17th century, the United States is a “city upon a hill,” watched by 
the world and guided by a dedication to our fellow citizens and a democratic ideal. This 
commitment to community has persisted throughout U.S. history and continues to this day. 
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Perhaps summarized best by President John F. Kennedy in his 1961 inauguration speech, 
the U.S. system of civic engagement and national service declares that we “ask not what 
your country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country.”  

Yet our commitment to this ethos has been tested in recent times. A gridlocked political 
system has deflated enthusiasm for politics and voting numbers. This is particularly true 
among Millennials: according to a recent Harvard poll, only 23 percent of Millennials say 
they will “definitely be voting” in the 2014 midterm elections. 

Today, large numbers of Americans are attempting to answer the call to service. However, 
opportunities for national service are shrinking as funds become more limited, meaning that 
would-be national servants are turned away. For example, AmeriCorps could only accept 14 
percent of its applicants in 2011.212 In addition, at any given point in the last decade, less 
than 1 percent of Americans was serving in the military, creating a wider disconnect 
between civilians and the military.213 Exacerbating the problem further, civics education has 
fallen through the cracks, and Millennial voting rates hover well below the average of other 
generations. 

We stand at a crossroads now—faced with a tough road ahead. That road must begin with a 
first step—a first step started by CSA members across the nation. 

What do we propose? 
Repairing Politics: Millennials should help heal our political system by voting more, 
participating in public and community service, and working across party lines. CSA must 
take a lead in repairing the fabric of U.S. politics by encouraging our friends and peers to 
serve, participate, and vote.  

	    

• Goal: CSA should increase Millennial civic and electoral participation to strengthen 
the democratic process. 

• Goal: CSA should help build a social expectation of national service over the course 
of a lifetime to increase nation-building at home. 
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GOAL: 
CSA SHOULD INCREASE MILLENNIAL CIVIC AND ELECTORAL 
PARTICIPATION TO STRENGTHEN THE DEMOCRATIC PROCESS 

What are the facts? 

Millennials are disappointingly uninformed about the process of government. In a 2010 
study, only 64 percent of 12th graders could correctly identify what a Supreme Court 
opinion was.214 Approximately half of young people believe that the federal government 
spends more on foreign aid than Social Security, even though the government spends 
approximately 15 times more on Social Security. 215 216 217  

Woefully inadequate civics education begins early in life. Less than one in three eighth-
graders could identify the purpose of the Declaration of Independence,218 while only 27 
percent of fourth-graders could identify the purpose of the Constitution.219 Lacking any 
meaningful knowledge about the basic structure and purpose of our nation’s founding, it is 
unsurprising how dismal civic participation rates are. In 2012, for example, there was only 
45 percent youth voter participation.220 The overall consequence of this civic ignorance is 
that, on aggregate, Millennials are ill-equipped to fight for their priorities. 

Why did we choose this goal?  

For us to provide solutions to the problems that we see in government, we must understand 
how government works. To accomplish that goal, we must first be knowledgeable citizens 
ourselves before reaching out to educate our friends and peers. Millennials, particularly CSA 
members, are in a unique position to teach civic skills and combat the growing disconnect 
between government and its constituents.  

We distinguish between two types of actions we can take: chapter activities and policy 
options. Chapter activities are focused inward, while policy options are recommendations for 
lawmakers. 

How should chapters advance the goal? 

Chapter Activity 1: Educate and engage our community on civic, political, and policy issues. 

Without a commitment to community education and engagement, repairing politics will be 
extremely difficult. Therefore, we believe that CSA chapters should actively engage with 
their communities and networks to foster safe spaces to discuss political issues. Our efforts 
range from dorm meetings and whiteboard projects to debates and summits. Through these 
activities, CSA chapters must take up the charge. Although starting the conversation can 
begin with CSA, it must also be a charge for our entire generation. 
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Chapter Activity 2: Work with veteran organizations on service projects. 

One particularly important area for the nation—and our generation—is veterans’ affairs. 
Many of our peers currently or formerly served in the armed services, and their commitment 
to service deserves an equal commitment by the rest of the country. CSA chapters should 
increase discussions between veterans and civilians students and help organize joint service 
projects.  

Chapter Activity 3: Educate our candidates on Millennial issues.  

CSA chapters should introduce candidates to Millennial issues including those listed in the 
Agenda for Generational Equity. Chapters also invite candidates to campus for forums and 
debates as well as analyze candidates’ position statements compared with the priorities 
advanced by the Agenda for Generational Equity. Results will be presented on an AGE 
scorecard. Candidate education should boost members’ focus on Millennial issues during 
their time in office.  

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Make it easier for 
students to vote on or near 
campuses 

There are two means by which states 
could make it easier and more likely for 
young people to vote: accept student 
IDs as valid forms of ID for voting and 
accept college P.O. boxes as valid 
addresses.  

Many states have recently passed strict voter photo ID laws that deem student IDs, even 
from state institutions, invalid.221 In all, eleven states passed photo ID requirements in 2011 
and 2012 that did not include student IDs in the list of acceptable photo IDs.222 In states 
like Tennessee, state law “allows the use of faculty or staff IDs from state colleges, but the 
statue explicitly states that voters may not use student IDs at the polls.”223 

State and local government should allow college students to easily modify their registration 
address to their campus address, including P.O. boxes, to increase political participation 
among young adults. Allowing students to use campus addresses makes voting easier and 
encourages them to get involved with local, state, and national issues. 

Policy Option 2: Increase the efficiency of voting, including potentially increasing 
the number of polling sites, voting booths and machines, and poll workers with a 
goal of having no voter wait more than 30 minutes to vote. 

Americans noticed increased wait times when they went to cast their ballots in the 2012 
presidential election. In fact, more than five million Americans waited more than an hour to 
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vote, according to a recent report released by the bipartisan Presidential Commission on 
Election Administration.224 Wait times also disproportionately affected minority voters, as 
blacks and Latinos waited an average of 20.2 minutes as opposed to the 12.7 minutes for 
the average white voter.225 Voting experts note that increasing the number of polling 
workers, machines, and precincts can help mitigate long lines in future elections.226 
Reducing the rising wait times of voting across the United States would help ensure that 
Millennials are not deterred from voting due to inconveniences or inefficiencies at the polls. 
Making voting practices more efficient and practical could help ensure that voting is 
accessible and equitable for all Millennials across party, racial, and socioeconomic lines. 

Policy Option 3: Ensure accurate voting lists, employ online voter registration, and 
increase voting opportunities. 

States should adopt online voter registration, which can make it easier to register to vote 
and to update voter registration information while also creating more accurate statewide 
voter registration databases as envisioned after the 2000 presidential election.  

No one believes that statewide voter registration databases are as accurate as they should 
be. Due to federal and state laws, it can be difficult for administrators to remove from their 
states’ voter registration databases those 
voters who have moved out of the state or 
those who have died in a different state. It can 
even be problematic for a voter on Election Day 
who has moved within the state to a new 
county without having updated his or her voter 
registration. Thus, states should also do more 
to compare their databases across state lines to 
improve the integrity of their lists. 

A large portion of eligible Americans remains 
unregistered to vote. Online voter registration 
tools make it easier for individuals to register to 
vote and reduce the possibility of lost paper registration forms or transcription errors. 
Comparing one state’s list against others increases states’ ability to reach out to those 
voters who no longer live in one state and remove them from the statewide voter 
registration database, making for a more accurate and secure list of voters. 

We are intrigued by the idea of a federal holiday for presidential elections. The 2012 
presidential election saw unremarkable voter turnout, with just 58.2 percent of eligible 
voters going to the polls.227 The 2008 presidential election saw a slightly higher voter 
turnout with 61.6 percent of eligible voters casting a vote.228 Low voter turnout is often 
attributed, in part, to complicated work schedules that make it unfavorable for potential 
voters to miss a portion of work in order to vote.229 Making national election days a federal 
holiday, one every four years, has the potential to make a significant impact on voter 
turnout in future national elections, alleviating employment obligations for many. We 

In order to change the 

current political culture and 

climate, Common Sense 

Action must be a leader and 

take initial responsibility for 

repairing the fabric of U.S. 

politics by encouraging our 

friends and peers to serve, 

participate, and vote. 
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envision a day not only marked by increased voter turnout, but also a celebration of U.S. 
democracy in a way similar to July 4th. Just as on Independence Day, when Americans put 
their differences aside to celebrate the nation, we imagine an Election Day where business 
as usual is put on hold for voting, celebration, and a reminder of our privileged system of 
self-governance. 

It is, however, important to note that each additional federal holiday results in a loss of 
$150 million associated with closing the federal government, not to mention the cost to 
business, and thus such a decision should not be taken lightly. Nevertheless, we believe it 
could result in higher turnout rates and thus a stronger democracy. 

Finally, we would also recommend states increase the opportunities for early voting thus 
providing more days for individuals to vote. Many states already provide multiple days for 
individuals to vote, and we believe more should follow suit.  

GOAL:  
CSA SHOULD HELP BUILD A SOCIAL EXPECTATION OF NATIONAL 
SERVICE OVER THE COURSE OF A LIFETIME TO INCREASE NATION-
BUILDING AT HOME 

What are the facts? 

National service is the embodiment of a distinctly American notion: that shared experiences 
create strong community and national bonds. As our country has seen in the last century, 
Americans have banded together time and time again: to defeat Hitler and the rise of 
fascism, to put a man on the moon, and to respond to the national tragedy of the 
September 11 attacks. Through civilian, military, and faith-based service, Americans of all 
backgrounds served together to cultivate a greater sense of purpose and belonging. 
President John F. Kennedy’s call to service echoed from coast to coast: “Ask not what your 
country can do for you; ask what you can do for your country.”230 

Today, even greater numbers of Americans are attempting to answer the call to service. 
However, opportunities for public service are shrinking as funds become more limited, 
meaning that would-be national servants are turned away. For example, in 2011, 
AmeriCorps could only accept 14 percent of its applicants.231 In 2011, the Peace Corps 
received 150,000 applications for just 4,000 spots.232 In addition, at any given point in the 
last decade, less than 1 percent of Americans were serving in the military, a historically low 
proportion that could potentially create a wider disconnect between civilians and the 
military.233 Exacerbating the problem further, civics education has fallen through the cracks, 
and Millennial voting rates hover well below the average of other generations. 
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Why did we choose this goal? 

To rebuild this country and renew the American promise, we cannot simply ask the 
government to invest in us—we must also invest in the country ourselves. In 2011, 
Americans volunteered a total of almost eight billion hours, an estimated economic value of 
roughly $171 billion.234 This lends credence to the argument that we, as civically engaged 
and community-minded Millennials, can add economic value though civilian and military 
service. In addition, we charge our generation to take leading roles in government, teach 
civics education, and promote informed voting. As a generation, Millennials have the ability 
and obligation to better ourselves, our communities, and our country.  

How should chapters advance the goal? 

Chapter Activity 1: Encourage young Americans to run for public office, volunteer for a 
campaign, or participate in another form of civic service.  

We must make a commitment to restoring the image of public office as an acceptable form 
of national service. As a generation, Millennials do not see government service as an 
important, attractive form of service, preferring instead community service and volunteer 
work. But to effectively repair politics, Millennials must take an active role in shaping 
government through a commitment to public service. CSA chapters should take the lead on 
spearheading this initiative by encouraging young Americans to reconnect with politics 
through increased commitment to public government service. 

What are the policy options? 

Policy Option 1: Increase funding for national service opportunities like the Peace 
Corps and the Corporation For National and Community Services (AmeriCorps).  

The Peace Corps (which started in 1961) and AmeriCorps have long been tools of civic 
engagement for young people. Currently, there are 7,209 Peace Corps volunteers235 and 
about 80,000 annual volunteers in the AmeriCorps program.236 Funding for these programs 
is largely dependent on fiscal appropriations set in Congress. Increasing funding for these 
programs would increase the ability of the program to expand, allowing more volunteers 
into the program.237 These programs are crucial to engaging Millennials in national and 
international service, building the foundation for a culture of volunteerism and civic 
engagement.  
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What’s the Next AGE 
Going to Look Like?  
We recognize that AGE 2014 does not address every essential public- and private-sector 
Millennial issue. The roadmap to 2016 charges chapters to continue to research, debate, 
and develop new and more innovative federal, state, local, and private-sector solutions to 
other Millennial challenges not addressed in AGE 2014, such as K-12 education reform, 
Internet privacy, big data collection, and immigration reform. 

AGE is developed on a two-year cycle, beginning with chapters debating, researching, and 
developing solutions to Millennial issues. When chapters have successfully crafted bipartisan 
policy that reflects the views of the chapter, chapter leaders convene for a national CSA 
policy summit where all chapter policies are voted on. The policies that earn 60% or more 
support from the summit delegates will be included in the 2016 version of the Agenda for 
Generational Equity.  

We believe that AGE needs to be updated every 
two years to continue to be representative of 
Millennial issues. Our two-year cycle allows our 
chapters to constantly research, debate, 
develop, and advocate for policies that are 
important to them.  

We also believe that national policy alone will 
not always offer feasible or comprehensive 
solutions to the challenges Millennials face. For 
this reason, we will also create a state and local 
version of the AGE policy document. The 
policies in this document will be taken from our 
national AGE document and transformed to 
focus on state and local governments. The purpose of our state and local AGE policy 
document will be to allow chapters to make an impact in their own communities on topics 
that are inherently state and local issues.  

Chapter policy 
development 

CSA Summit AGE Publication 
and Advocacy 
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What’s Next? 
AGE is not an end—it is a beginning. With the agenda in hand, Common Sense Action 
chapters and members will work together to continue bringing youth voices to the 
policymaking table on college campuses, in state houses, and in Washington. 

Because AGE is a policy menu, not a ten-point platform or contract, we offer flexibility. We 
recognize that we are not policy experts with decades of experience, and AGE reflects this 
understanding. A definitive ten-point policy plan might be greeted with lawmakers’ 
indifference, and we do not aim to be just another group of kids with some cool ideas to be 
brushed aside. We refuse to allow AGE to be slotted under the “unread” tab of a politician’s 
email. 

Instead, AGE is a policy menu with dozens of 
policy choices—any of which would advance the 
nation toward a more sustainable future filled 
with the opportunity for economic mobility, especially for Millennials. 

Though we have been primarily engaged with policy, we are now shifting our focus. Over 
the coming months and the next two years, we will be organizing and mobilizing to put 
Washington back to work for our generation. And the movement has already begun. Almost 
3,400 people have already endorsed the AGE pillars and goals. CSA is spreading quickly, 
and soon our boots on the ground will make noise by knocking on doors and hosting rallies. 

So this is our message to Millennials: Take a chance with us. Help us create the political 
space that will allow lawmakers to put solutions first and Millennial priorities into effect. 
Without a critical mass of Millennials and without uniting our siblings, friends, and families, 
politicians will not have the incentives to make principled compromises. For politicians to 
take action, we must show them that we care first. 

By joining the CSA movement, you can add your voice to an organization dedicated to 
making sure that this vision does not slip away. Here’s what you can do:  

 Endorse the Agenda 

 Join or start a CSA chapter 

 Volunteer for CSA advocacy campaigns 

Join us—it’s our future.  

And here’s our message for politicians: We cannot raise our voices and be unanswered. 
Listen to your constituents. We are organizing. We are mobilizing. We are demanding 
change, and we will support you at the polls if you make the hard choices that provide 

Join us — it's our future. 
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future generations with more opportunity. We created a policy menu, with you in mind. 
Take advantage of the political space that we will provide. 

We imagine a world in which Millennials have just as a good a chance to succeed as our 
parents and grandparents. We imagine a world in which our children and grandchildren have 
more opportunities to succeed than we do. We will work tirelessly to ensure that this world 
exists. 

 

   

If we can organize, mobilize, and empower the largest, most 

networked, most diverse generation in U.S. history to support 

AGE, young people can impact our political process and 

policy debates to create lasting change. 
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